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Project Description

The CHAT Project (Collective Healing and Transformation)  
is a community-based, non-law enforcement restorative justice project 
addressing domestic and sexual violence. Located in California’s Bay Area in Contra Costa 

County, the collaborative project conducted a pilot implementation with 9 diverse organizations from 

January 2018 to June 2021. The goals, principles, and community stakeholders reflect the project’s 

commitment to most impacted communities: BIPOC, immigrant (including undocumented immigrants), 

LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, Deaf and hard of hearing, disabled, poor and economically 

oppressed communities.

Background

Restorative justice has been recognized as one of the most promising approaches to address and 

prevent domestic and sexual violence and other forms of community violence. However, years of 

collaboration between the anti-violence movement and law enforcement have focused attention on 

the police rather than the community for solutions to violence. The CHAT Project joined together to 

create a local adaptation of restorative justice with the support of a team of committed leaders including 

primary trainer/co-creator, sujatha baliga, who brought extensive experience in restorative justice 

implementation with youth in pre-charge felony diversion programs and adults in situations of domestic 

and sexual violence. Mimi Kim brought years of experience with community-based, transformative justice 

interventions to domestic and sexual violence. Susun Kim initiated the project, aware of the need for 

restorative justice and longstanding relationships with organizational partners. Chelsea Miller served as 

the Project Coordinator, bringing all of the pieces together. 

Project Stakeholders

9 Organizational Partners 

 > Community Violence Solutions

 > DeafHope (STAFFED PARTNER)

 > Contra Costa Family Justice Center (PILOT LEAD)

 > The Latina Center (STAFFED PARTNER)

 > Narika

 > Rainbow Community Center

 > Rubicon Programs (STAFFED PARTNER)

 > RYSE Youth Center

 > STAND! For Families Free of Violence
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Participants

During the 2.5-year pilot period, The CHAT Project served 40 cases or groups 
for a total of 93 individuals.

Project Goals 

Project goals spanned micro level to systemic change through the creation of:

 > Restorative, collective model for violence intervention, recurrence reduction,  

and prevention

 > Non-police, non-law enforcement alternative to criminalization

 > Community-based grassroots option

 > Expanded organizational and countywide capacity 

 > Possibilities for replication or relevance to others
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Principles of The CHAT Project  
Restorative Approach

 > Meets needs and goals as identified by the survivor(s) of violence

 > Uses collective compassion, care, and connection rather than isolation and punishment

 > Builds the capacity of the social network of survivors (and people who have caused harm) to provide 

support, safety, and the prevention of future violence

 > Encourages the accountability and transformation of the person who has caused harm

 > Supports and relies upon the wisdom of our communities’ youngest to oldest members in an 

intergenerational approach

 > Aligns with the cultural values of the diverse communities that make up Contra Costa County – especially 

BIPOC; immigrants (including undocumented immigrants), LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, 

Deaf and hard of hearing, disabled, poor and economically oppressed communities

Evaluation Design

During the pilot period, the evaluation collected survey and interview data from participants, circle keeper 

trainees, and organizational leaders from partner organizations. Evaluation findings are also based upon 

extensive hours of observation of case review meetings.

Key Findings 

Domestic violence is complex. 
Opening up a restorative process moved us beyond a binary notion of domestic violence. What we 

discovered was that each situation of harm was often embedded in a lifetime of harm and abuse, not only 

for survivors but also for the other family members and friends who are close to them. Intergenerational 

violence often became apparent – sometimes motivating change so that violence would not continue into 

another generation. As one circle keeper described it:

We live in this world where you’re wrong, you’re right. And I think that’s what our movement has become. 
You’re right, you’re wrong. You’re bad, you’re good. You’re a batterer or you’re a victim. So what the 
nonviolence work continues to illuminate is, wow, it’s not so clean. It’s not so black and white. And when we 
start telling the truth…we all have the capacity to cause harm. 

Care and compassion are key.  
Underlying our project has been a commitment to compassion, care, and connection rather than isolation 

and punishment. This is a fundamental characteristic of restorative justice and a principle we have carried 

throughout our work. It is exemplified in the reflection from one of our participants.

Being human is more important than being professional.
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Restorative practice: The importance of preparation.  
While compassion as circle keepers is key, the restorative process requires careful preparation. Circle 

keepers entered collective dialogues with a clear agenda that had been co-created with the participants, 

knowledge of possible areas of tension (including one’s own areas of bias and triggers), and strategies to 

address difficult issues.

[The process] seemed really good to me. Without imposing an order, we were prepared for this. The circle 
keeper explained really clearly how the process was going to go, and so everything about the process was 
developed in a very orderly way…there was an environment of trust that was created.

Open and honest communication: fostering trust building.  
Having difficult conservations is central to restorative processes. Much attention focused on how 

to achieve the best conditions. Again, preparation was critical in building trust. But so was having 

spaciousness of time and leaning on methods or guidelines to disrupt usual power dynamics.

We had tried to have conversations in the past…but our ego and our anger and our just talking over each other, 
it just never worked out. Having the circle keepers there and even the interpreter [who] blend in perfectly. I 
feel like that was super, super helpful because we were able to say what we needed to say, but we had to think 
about how what we were going to say was going to come out. It wasn’t just like a reaction of emotion. Everyone 
took a second to breathe.

Circles are an all-day event.  
Circles were often between 5 and 8 hours long. They were spacious times that everyone set aside 

– to open with ritual (of the participants’ choosing), bring children in respectfully, open with inviting 

questions, move to challenging topics, give opportunities for deeper understanding, consider plans and 

commitments, and close.

I thought the fact that it was going to be super, super long, we felt it was really long and I thought that that was 
going to be hard to get through. But, you know, we had a break, we had snacks…People were able to go outside 
when they needed to.

Children: Central to intergenerational change.  
The inclusion and centrality of children have been integral to the restorative approach we have been 

developing. While this may be welcome and natural to some families, for others it has felt inappropriate 

or unnecessary to bring children into what can be viewed as adult problems. Some circle keepers also 

struggled with this as it may have been the first time they included children in their work. 

For me it was really important. Even the little one was participating. And the older one also had the chance to 
express himself. He talked about a few things that maybe he didn’t feel comfortable expressing at home, but 
he did in the circle.  And we all listened to him. And this was important because they felt like they belonged, 
that they have the right to be there and the right to express themselves… For the older one, I think he has 
assimilated a lot of what happened there, and I think his behavior has changed a lot.

Leaning on the wisdom of our youngest and oldest members. Circle keepers were 

asked to ground their work with families and other collective groups in the principles and methods of 

restorative practice to elevate the innate wisdom of participants. One circle keeper shared the process:
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The first time we met, my co-keeper had recorded...had written down two or three quotes from the person and 
said, “I just want to repeat back to you what you said,” which was very powerful, right for the person to hear 
her own words. And she said, “I said that?” And so then after we really talked and I said, “why don’t we have a 
space to intentionally write that sort of thing down that we can then hand to that person so they can see it in 
writing.” So it’s their own innate and intuitive sense and wisdom, which I really like because I think often we 
don’t hear our own words repeated back to us. We just talk and think, “Oh, whatever.” But then when people 
say, “you said this,” it’s like, wow. 

Learning edge: Domestic and sexual violence and circles.  
The pilot project opened new understandings of domestic and sexual violence. During this period, we did not 

conduct as many accountability circles as we had initially imagined – that is, circles that bring survivors and 

those who had done harm together in a face-to-face meeting. While this remains an option and a learning 

edge, survivors of domestic and sexual violence needed and requested  a variety of processes and gatherings. 

They were not necessarily motivated by the goal of safety as is often assumed in anti-violence programs, but 

also asked for truth telling with friends and family, wanted to improve communication in those relationships 

disrupted by violence, and wanted to co-exist more peacefully – in families often living in multigenerational 

households. One participant who originally thought she would meet with her former partner who had caused 

harm – instead found that her primary work needed to be with her own parents.

So you know, the concept of it felt good, like maybe the circle is going to save everything. We’re actually going 
to be able to have at least a good conversation, even if, you know, the decision wasn’t for us to move forward 
together or anything like that. But going through the process, it was very clear that that wasn’t going to 
happen…I need to look out for myself and work on the way that I showed up in that relationship. And I wasn’t 
going to be able to do that if I stayed. So [the process] definitely contributed to help me see what I needed to do 
is to take care of myself.

Skills transferred to homes and communities.  
One central goal of the project was to create a restorative approach that was easily passed on to families 

and community members. We found that the circle process was something that appealed to families 

and, in its most basic form, gave some ritual and method that people could adapt within their own 

relationships. One family continued to use the circle process to resolve many problems:

We set the time, the date, and we asked everybody if that time is OK for everyone. We make an agenda. The person 
who called the meeting makes the agenda. We read a passage of the Bible as one of the values each one of us 
has. And then we go into the things that we would like to talk about. We let each one of us give respect or [share] 
whatever problem we have. It can be economic. It can be mental, emotional. Whatever it is, we all contribute to that.

The importance of training.  
During the pilot period, The CHAT Project held two sets of trainings, each taking multiple days – moving 

into deep personal waters while also guiding circle keeper trainees through principles, values, and 

methods of restorative processes. The CHAT Project was supported by the decades of experience of 

sujatha baliga and Mimi Kim. Other restorative justice practitioners including nuri nusrat and Mikayla 

Waters-Crittenton filled out the team. With Cohort 2, Chelsea Miller, who had by then worked with 

several participants and developed what was becoming our restorative justice project, contributed to the 
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training. As many circle keepers were new to the approach, we took training very seriously and benefited 

from expertise in a still emergent field. Opportunities for modeling and apprenticeship by experienced 

practitioners were particularly instructive but had not been significantly structured into the pilot training.

Organizational capacity remains a challenge.  
The intensity, length, and depth of the restorative justice training and the challenges of scheduling 

across two co-circle keepers and potentially multiple participants stretched circle keeper capacity 

and organizational capacity. Most circle keepers had other job responsibilities and were challenged by 

scheduling what were often multi-meeting processes. 

Centering language access.  
The multilingual nature of the community and, hence, the project required crossing over English, Spanish, 

and American Sign Language in order to meet a greater expanse of the diverse communities that make 

up Contra Costa County. DeafHope was critical to language access to the Deaf and hard of hearing 

community. As one circle keeper trainee said:

For me, starting from a place of total commitment to a multilingual space has been beautiful and critical and felt as 
a very real thing. Anything that happens after that doesn’t really matter when you have that base commitment.

However, the project had a harder time meeting the needs of Spanish speaking Latinx participants 

who made up 39% of the participants. During the pilot period, the project did not have enough Spanish 

speaking restorative justice trainers to meet the needs of monolingual Spanish speaking advocates 

interested in learning to become circle keepers. Hence, the building of Spanish language capacity was 

hindered despite efforts to increase access. This continues to be a need.

Keeping safety front and center.  
Safety remained front and center throughout the project. Multiple questions about safety were 

embedded into every aspect of the evaluation. Circle keepers continuously checked for safety, and safety 

was considered during case meetings. The evaluation captured point-in-time ratings of safety in an effort 

to monitor safety and changes over time. However, the evaluation did not ask how participants perceived 

the way in which the restorative process either increased or decreased safety. Thus far, these checks 

alerted circle keepers to safety concerns and provided adequate safeguards.

The impact of COVID-19.  
As with all of us, this pilot project was disrupted by COVID-19. For an approach reliant on the intimacy of 

in-person dialogue, COVID-19 presented an incredible and ongoing challenge. Referrals stopped at the 

beginning of the pandemic. The project staff continued to support existing clients via phone or Zoom with 

some limited in-person contact as protocols shifted. 

As The CHAT Project learns from the pilot period and moves into its implementation phase, it is starting 

with the achievements and lessons learned from its pilot phase. The evaluation recommendations echo 

the key findings and add explicit next steps to The CHAT Project. The pilot phase has established the 

foundation for a more informed implementation phase and gives us grounding for improved training, 

collaboration, staffing, and restorative practices with our most important resources, survivors, and all of us 

impacted by domestic and sexual violence.
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Introduction
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Unique and Necessary

From the beginning, we knew we were doing something unique — and necessary. 

There are many origin stories to this project – personal experiences of domestic 

and sexual violence – among those who first dreamed of this program. But these 

stories extend beyond our personal stories, or our work experiences. They reach 

back to legacies of violence in our diaspora communities – as so many of us can trace 

migration from Peru, El Salvador, Mexico, India, Korea, and the forced migration of 

slavery and indentured servitude that constitute the history of the United States and 

Contra Costa County, where this program resides. They conjure legacies of not only 

resilience but of community cohesion and the power of the collective. Can we recall 

how abuelitas and fierce aunties and wise elders and protective young people have 

come together to put a stop to violence through outrage and compassion – not just 

the use of punishment, whether that be family violence or the violence of police and 

prisons? Can we embrace legacies of more holistic family and community responses 

to violence in our own diverse histories that can be remembered and regenerated – 

that resonate with perhaps neglected but still living cultural and spiritual values? 

This evaluation report captures the highlights and key lessons of the pilot phase of a 

project which some of us attribute to an “aligning of the stars” – or perhaps in more 

human terms, the mobilization of people looking for a response to violence that more 

closely aligns with liberation.

A Non-Policing, Non-Law Enforcement,  
Non-Criminal Legal Response

For so many of us in the anti-violence world, reliance upon the police and individualized 

responses to violence has not resonated — with us or with the people we work with. The 

anti-violence sector has too often asked only a narrow set of questions about whether 

one wants to leave one’s home, whether it is necessary to depart one’s community, 

whether we want to call the police even if it risks arrest and jails and prisons for loved 

ones. For immigrants, even those who are documented, this may place us at risk of 

losing not only our liberty but could result in immigration detention and deportation – 

forever taken away from homes, families and communities. 

Our Vision
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Our Vision Moving Towards a Restorative Response to 
Domestic & Sexual Violence

What did make more sense was to ask ourselves how we as 
community members can:

 > Truly center survivors to identify our needs and create solutions with those we 

are already connected to

 > Rely on the connection, compassion, and wisdom of those we know and love to 

help find active and sustained solutions to violence

 > Support difficult conversations in order to find our own personal truths and share 

them with our loved ones – in order to build our collective strength

 > Center our youngest ones – and bring them into our circles to voice their needs 

and perspectives

 > Learn old and new ways of communicating in order to increase understanding and 

the ability to create healthy community

 > Support those who have harmed us in ways that do not excuse violence but rather 

finds real pathways to honesty, accountability, and transformation

What did make sense is for us as professionals working in anti-
violence and human service organizations to ask ourselves how 
we and our organizations can:

 > Redefine our role as supporters rather than the center of a response – as 

facilitators and circle keepers rather than case managers, therapists, or rescuers

 > Move from fear and risk management towards creativity and solution-based 

responses

 > Support old and new solutions to violence centered in everyday communities – 

not just professionalized services

 > Use our experience and knowledge towards the goal of grassroots community-

based responses – ones that may sustain within communities without the need for 

us at all

 > Move away from policing and criminal legal systems towards responses to 

violence fully liberated from criminalization

 > Listen deeply to survivors for their perspectives, needs and community 

connections – rather than simply offering a limited set of options on our service 
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provider menu (e.g., shelter, criminal legal advocacy, divorce and custody legal 

advocacy, individual therapy, etc.)

 > Invite in people’s friends, family and community members as an active part of the 

solution – and support difficult conversations that might lead to creative solutions

 > Consider how to safely welcome and engage people who have caused harm as 

part of the solution – through honest dialogue, accountability and change (not 

through coddling and excusing, on the one hand, nor demonizing, on the other)

 > Bring in children not only as silent victims but as precious and wise members of 

our families and communities

 > Honor intergenerational communication and working together

 > Support the ongoing honoring and development of community wisdom and ways 

of coming together, solving problems, and building our liberated future

Ultimately, we grounded our vision in what we call restorative 
approaches to violence intervention and prevention:

 > Community-based

 > Collective – centering survivors, friends and family, community members – and 

possibly the person or people who have caused harm

 > Dialogue-based – relying on collective wisdom, connection, communication, and 

problem-solving

 > Intergenerational – from our youngest to oldest members

 > Centering most impacted communities – Black, Indigenous and other 

communities of color (BIPOC); immigrant (including undocumented immigrants), 

LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, Deaf and hard of hearing, disabled, 

poor and economically oppressed communities

 > Non-police and non-law enforcement
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From the inception of this project, we have used the term 
restorative justice to describe our work and circle keepers as  
those who have facilitated this work. You will see that language through 

this report which reflects what was used during our pilot period. At the time of 

publication of this report, we have been undergoing an assessment and re-evaluation 

of the language that we use to describe our work. Our name — The Collective Healing 

and Transformation (CHAT) Project — points to those elements which are most 

important to us.

sujatha baliga shares with us that the  history of the growth of the restorative justice 

movement(s) in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States (herein 

CANZUS) has been complex and fraught. The term restorative justice was first used in 

the 1970s and 1980s by Mennonite practitioners and academics in the United States 

to refer to dialogue-based conflict- and harm-transformation processes developed 

out of their own nonviolent Christian theology. Shortly thereafter, white settlers 

in CANZUS saw similarities between restorative justice and the practices of the 

indigenous people of the lands they occupied. What followed was the appropriation 

and relabeling of those indigenous practices (such as peacemaking, circles, and family 

group conferences, ho‘oponopono and others) as “restorative justice,” and white 

trainers and academics became recognized as “experts” in those practices and the 

field at large.  

In addition, in the late 1980s and 1990s, incorporation of both (modified) indigenous 

and Mennonite-created practices to fit within the U.S. criminal legal system resulted 

in what some restorative justice practitioners call cooptation and degradation of 

restorative justice itself.  Moreover, the growing movement did little to acknowledge 

or address racism and other forms of structural oppression in the application of 

restorative justice in tandem with the criminal legal system, and is only recently 

responding to the call from BIPOC restorative justice practitioners to take 

accountability to remedy this glaring oversight.  

A Note on the  
Language of Restoration 
and Liberation
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Therefore, while the term restorative justice is comforting and liberating to some, it 

has become laden with oppressive histories and implications. We are in the process 

of learning about those histories. We may not understand it all, but we know harm 

that mirrors the history of settler colonialism has occurred. The complexity and pain 

of this story is beyond the scope of the evaluation, but our reckoning with these 

histories is very much within the scope of our project and our lives. We continue to 

learn more about this history of harm and to do our work to be on the right side of 

these practices.

Much of what is called restorative justice is tied to the criminal legal system – as a 

diversion from more conventional criminal processes, but still initiated and potentially 

controlled by law enforcement and courts. Diversion has been developed by the U.S. 

criminal legal system as an option for those accused of crimes to avoid or lessen one’s 

criminal sentence or remove charges from one’s record. In some cases, particularly 

with young people, it may be offered pre-charge, as a way to avoid the criminal legal 

system altogether. What are referred to as restorative justice practices even take 

place within jails and prisons.

While some restorative justice projects operate outside of law enforcement entirely 

(as do we), most programs that call themselves restorative justice do not draw such 

a hard line. The CHAT Project remains rare in our fundamental commitment to 

develop our restorative practices entirely outside of policing and law enforcement 

— and in our clear distinction as a non-law enforcement model. This significantly 

distinguishes our project from most other restorative programs in that we do not 

rely upon referrals from the police or district attorneys — nor do we have the threat 

of enhanced criminal consequences as an incentive or coercive element in gaining 

accountability from those who have caused harm.

We also do not claim the term transformative justice which is very much tied  to 

liberatory, non-policing and prison abolitionist frameworks — even though many 

aspects of our practices are aligned. However, this initiative did not start as 

abolitionist; many of the organizations are not abolitionist and, in fact, may be in 

strong collaborations with law enforcement — even if this project is not. While 

individual members of our teams may strongly align with abolition and even 

understand their participation in this project as part of their own transformative 

justice work, this project, itself, cannot make this claim without diluting and distorting 

the legacies of transformative justice. In addition, most of our trainings are drawn 

from restorative justice methodologies and the principles and values that undergird 

those practices. Hence, we do not use the term transformative justice for this project.

We currently use circle processes developed, borrowed, and at times stolen 

and coopted from a legacy of indigenous practices. We also bring knowledge 

from transformative justice practices, Mennonite-developed restorative justice 
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practices, and some indigenous practices from our own community histories. We 

have and continue to make adaptations based upon our experiences in this project 

and our accountability to most impacted peoples: BIPOC; immigrant (including 

undocumented immigrants), LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, Deaf and 

hard of hearing, disabled, poor and economically oppressed communities.

We are grappling with the implications of what we have learned about the  

legacies of our practices and are in relationships intended to correct and respect  

the peoples who have been harmed. We acknowledge our participation in  

historical acts of appropriation in which we have played a part — even if unwittingly. 

We are on a journey. As we are many in this project, our journey is uneven and has 

multiple pathways.
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Project Goals

From its inception, the project goals of what is now The CHAT 
Project ranged from micro level to systemic through the  
creation of:

1      

To develop and implement a restorative model addressing domestic violence, 
sexual violence, family violence and other forms of interpersonal harm based 
upon these principles:

a)  Meets needs and goals as identified by the survivor(s) of violence

b)  Uses collective compassion, care, and connection rather than isolation and 

punishment

c)  Builds the capacity of the social network of survivors (and people who have 

caused harm) – that is, family, friends and community members – to provide 

support, safety, and the prevention of future violence

d)  Holds the possibility of supporting the accountability and transformation of the 

person who has caused harm – again, through collective compassion, care, and 

connection

e)  Supports and relies upon the wisdom of our communities’ youngest to oldest 

members – in a deeply intergenerational approach

f)  Aligns with the cultural values of the diverse communities that make up Contra 

Costa County – especially BIPOC; immigrant (including undocumented 

immigrants), LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, Deaf and hard of hearing, 

disabled, poor and economically oppressed communities

2

To build viable and effective community-based options outside of the 
criminal legal system and child welfare system.

Restorative, collective model for violence 
intervention and prevention. 

Non-police, non-law enforcement alternative 
to criminalization. 
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Project Goals 3

To expand the restorative framework and skills to grassroots community 
members most affected by harm – in order to build community capacity as 
opposed to professional capacity.

4

To build capacity to sustain and expand restorative options throughout 
grassroots community networks, organizations, and other networks 
throughout Contra Costa County – building a regional network providing 
county-wide access.

5

Expand options within and outside of Contra Costa County through  
the documentation and sharing of models, skills, and lessons learned from 
this project.

Community-based grassroots option. 

Possibilities for replication or relevance  
to others. 

Expanded organizational and county-wide 
capacity. 
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Project Timeline

What follows is an annotated project timeline that outlines 
the stages, organizational partners, training agenda, and other 
activities throughout the pilot period.

1      

The following organizations formed what was initially named as Community 
Restorative Justice Solutions and started the restorative journey together.

 > Community Violence Solutions

 > Contra Costa Family Justice Center (pilot lead)

 > The Latina Center

 > Narika

 > Rainbow Community Center

 > RYSE Youth Center

2

The project implementation’s real start began with the hiring of a Project 
Coordinator, Chelsea Miller, who began her first day of work on the first day 
of the restorative practice training on March 30, 2018.

All six organizations sent 1-2 people to an extensive training on restorative 
practices. sujatha baliga and nuri nusrat, who had been working together 
with sujatha for several years, provided the base of restorative practice 
training, which drew from their knowledge gained from training and practice 
in circle, peacemaking, family group conferences, victim offender dialogue 
in crimes of severe violence, and defense victim outreach. Joan Pennell 
and Gale Burford who had developed a domestic violence restorative 
justice project in Canada provided additional training on their family group 
conferencing model, one which included the participation of children. 
Mimi Kim contributed to an orientation, setting the pilot project within the 

Project Formation as Community Restorative 
Justice Solutions (JAN 2018)

Pilot Project Initiation & Training 1  
(MAR 2018 – MAY 2018)
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Project Timeline
broader historical context of community-based interventions to domestic 
violence including her work with Creative Interventions.

Training for Cohort 1 (March 2018 – September 2018) consisted of the 
following:

 > Orientation (half-day)

 > Introduction to the Project (half-day)

 > Restorative Circles (3-day) 

 > Restorative Circles for Harm (3-day) 

 > Children and Restorative Processes (3-day) 

 > Implicit Bias (1-day)

Additional optional trainings:

 > Victim Offender Dialogue (offered by Impact Justice)

3

This marked the initial period of implementation – the opening phase in 
which newly trained circle keepers worked in pairs to take on our initial 
cases. During this period, the project had one paid staff member, Project 
Coordinator, Chelsea Miller. 

The collaborative partnership of 6 initial organizations continued through 
this first phase of project implementation.

A system of monthly cohort gatherings and the incorporation of monthly and 
then weekly case meetings began to shape the ways in which we created a 
learning community. These meetings also institutionalized ongoing training, 
consultation, and technical assistance for active and potential circle keepers.

4

Based upon the experience of the first phase of implementation, the project 
evaluation yielded findings on organizational participation and integration. 
This data informed shifts in organizational structure. As a result, the project 
strengthened Latinx organizational capacity and added organizations 
serving the Deaf/hard of hearing communities, formerly incarcerated 

Pilot Project Implementation – Cohort 1  
(MAY 2018 – JUNE 2019)

Pilot Project Implementation – Cohort 2  
(JULY 2019 – JUNE 2021)
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communities, and greater African American participation. The project 
also added the county’s primary domestic violence shelter and batterer 
intervention program.

New staffing at The Latina Center, an already existing partner, and staff 
positions at Rubicon Programs and DeafHope, newly added organizations, 
strengthened circle keeper and broader organizational capacity.

The 9 organizational partners in this Cohort 2 period included:

 > Community Violence Solutions

 > DeafHope (staffed partner)

 > Contra Costa Family Justice Center (pilot lead)

 > The Latina Center (staffed partner)

 > Narika

 > Rainbow Community Center

 > Rubicon Programs (staffed partner)

 > RYSE Youth Center

 > STAND! For Families Free of Violence

The training for Cohort 2 was provided by sujatha baliga and nuri nusrat 
(with the additional support of Mikayla Waters-Crittenton and Gita Baliga-
Savel). Mimi Kim added more extensive training on safety and accountability. 
Chelsea Miller contributed lessons from circle keeping and project policies 
and procedures to the training.

Training 2 (December 2019 to July 2020) consisted of the following:

 > Orientation (half-day)

 > Power, Privilege and Equality (1-day)

 > Interpersonal Violence and Restorative Approaches (1-day)

 > Restorative Circles (2-day)

 > Creative Interventions: Safety and Accountability (1-day))

 > Circle Preparation and Protocol Review (2-days)

 > Restorative Circles and Harm (optional)) (4-days)

The project continued developing and refining its “model” – its ways of 
gaining referrals, preparing participants, and moving towards and through 
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circles. Whereas the prior processes were operating on general principles 
with a more ambiguous sense of timing and movement through a process, 
a sense of how a case is supported from beginning interest, intake and 
preparatory meetings, and onward to a circle and beyond became clearer. 

Weekly case meetings helped to support circle keepers through questions 
and challenges. They also helped inform Cohort 2 about the complex 
dynamics of situations of conflict and harm, the unique opportunities for 
dialogue, and the deeper mechanisms that can drive forward restorative 
processes.

COVID-19 (March 2020 and beyond) – the pandemic placed an 
unanticipated and a continued barrier on the progress of the project.

The pilot period also came to a close June 2021, relying upon the evaluation 
findings that are shared publicly in this report and that were being collected 
and analyzed on an ongoing basis throughout this project.

From Pilot to Implementation: Current Phase

As of July 2021, The CHAT Project is embarking on its post-pilot, full 
implementation phase. Evaluation results from that implementation stage 
will be out in 2023.
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The following section offers a contextual arc outlining the 
evolution and development of The CHAT Project. 

The Project Spark: January 2018

In January 2018, an initial collaboration of 6 organizations coalesced – all with 

varying interests in an approach to an alternative response to violence. At that time, 

the Contra Costa Family Justice Center under the leadership of Susun Kim had 

already been interested in moving into the direction of restorative responses to 

domestic and sexual violence. Those at the Contra Costa Family Justice Center knew 

that many of the hundreds (and now thousands) of people who moved through what 

was then a sole office in Richmond, California included survivors of domestic violence 

who did not necessarily want to separate from their abusive partners – but desired 

another response – one that might reduce or end the violence – but that might not 

end the relationship. A restorative approach seemed to fit that need.

Those initially at the table also understood that restorative and transformative 

practices were gaining momentum nationally. A rather uniform rejection of these 

types of responses within the anti-violence sector was beginning to yield to 

realizations that the narrow path of safety through separation and criminalization 

was not meeting the needs of so many survivors of domestic and sexual violence. 

Alternative practitioners who had long been advocating for restorative and 

transformative responses to interpersonal violence were starting to be heard. 

The idea was not to have a project develop at just one site. Rather, to be truly 

effective, sustainable, and, ultimately, county-wide, there would need to be a more 

expansive collaborative base for this project. Furthermore, any success at the 

organizational and county level would have reverberations for other cities and 

counties in California – perhaps even nationally.

sujatha baliga, with years of restorative justice experience, and Mimi Kim, with 

substantial experience in community-based interventions to violence, also known as 

transformative justice, through her work at Creative Interventions, came together 

as a training and project design team. Both brought deep knowledge of domestic and 

The Evolution 
of a Pilot Project
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The Evolution 
of a Pilot Project

sexual violence across diverse racial and ethnic groups, immigrant communities, and 

LGBTQ+ communities. They each also committed to providing multi-year support to a 

thoughtful, non-law enforcement pilot project.

Our Doors Open: March 2018

The first participant walked in the door on May 14, 2018. This was only 2 months 

after the orientation meeting that first opened up the project that we hastily named 

Community Restorative Justice Solutions (now The CHAT Project).

During that first orientation on March 9, 2018, we shared our goals with our original 

six collaborative partners:

 > Community Violence Solutions

 > Family Justice Center (pilot lead)

 > The Latina Center

 > Narika

 > Rainbow Community Center

 > RYSE Youth Center

We launched with the goals: 1) more open-ended and responsive options for 

survivors of domestic violence; 2) encouragement of participation of friends 

and family members who provide an important support network, especially for 

marginalized communities; 3) circle approaches that seem a better match for close-

knit familial cultures; and 4) the possibility for a more restorative approach for 

perpetrators of violence or people who have caused harm.

We also imagined that this approach would raise the voice and choices of survivors/

victims; increase the possibility of deep accountability and change for perpetrators 

of violence; reduce the involvement of law enforcement; and build accessible, 

restorative, community-based options that could be adopted by community members 

for violence intervention and prevention.

These goals, while varied in wording over time, depending on audience, have 

remained constant.

Each organization was to ideally offer two people to go through our circle training 

and serve as potential circle keepers. They were also to work closely with the project 

coordinator and eventually refer their clients or constituents to the project. The goal 

was that each organization would minimally serve as a referral source with the added 

hope that each might house a restorative program within its own organizational walls.
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Each of the 6 organizations formed a cluster or a network of Contra Costa County 

serving agencies that would work together to build diverse county-wide access for 

our emerging restorative program. The Family Justice Center agreed to serve as an 

initial project lead, but from the start, committed only to a beginning role since the 

project was not meant to deliver services but, rather, to act as a referral or navigation 

center for survivors of domestic violence. The initial Project Coordinator, Chelsea 

Miller, who still continues as one of the two Co-Directors (as of July 2021 – these 

include Selene Calderón and had included, as a third Co-Director, Tara Cantu who 

departed this position in February 2022), was hired and supervised under the Family 

Justice Center during the pilot period.

Our First Cases: May 2018

The first cases that came to the project were people of color; the first two were made 

up of families that centered queer or transgender family members – all living in close 

knit households characterized by love and care as well as legacies of conflict erupting 

at times into physical violence. In two of the first three cases, it was care for a young 

person and the desire to stop the cycle of violence that brought members of the 

family to our project. We would find that it was often the children who provided the 

motivation for change and the wisdom on why change was necessary.

As we continued from that first case in May 2018, the project has worked with a myriad 

of situations of abuse and violence – each unique. Very few took a simple form of 

intimate partner violence, that is, a sole pattern of violence by one partner against the 

other, within a nuclear family. Instead, the cases took the shape of families in Contra 

Costa County – that is, families facing, in many circumstances, poverty and lack of other 

resources – multigenerational households living under one roof, sometimes in a single 

small apartment – and families, despite abuse and violence, held together by family 

and cultural traditions uplifting love and belief in a better future for their children. In 

so many cases, families shared a long history of multiple experiences of abuse – often 

accompanied by histories of poverty and conflict or war – challenges of migration – and 

the violence borne out of contemporary systemic oppression and stressors in the U.S.

Understanding Violence Through a New 
Lens: The Value of Open-Ended Questions

For those of us participating in the project from a domestic and sexual violence 

background, we came to realize that our orientations towards partner-on-partner 

violence left out the more complex reality of intergenerational violence and the violence 
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of poverty, unemployment, racism, homophobia, transphobia, immigration control, 

police violence, and so on. Those collaborative partners less familiar with domestic and 

sexual violence, confronted the challenges of understanding and transforming intimate 

partner, familial, and intergenerational abuse enacted among family and community 

members. Each of us from across these distinct orientations, that is, those steeped 

in specific anti-violence organizations and those from other non-domestic or sexual 

violence centered perspectives, had new lessons to learn – and biases to unlearn.

What we found is when we ask truly open-ended questions, the answers we get 

tell a complex story – not reducible to our usual narrow vision of domestic or 

sexual violence. When we invite other people beyond the survivor to share their 

perspectives, we see the shifting patterns of family violence that might mark one 

person as both a victim and a perpetrator of violence. When we ask survivors and 

their family and friends to define their own goals, we do not necessarily get safety as 

the primary aim – as is so often the presumption in conventional domestic violence 

programs. Better communication, understanding, and the ability to live together in 

peace may be centered as goals.

Building the Restorative Model and Defining 
the Circle Keeper Role 

Throughout the development of our adaptation of restorative or circle practice, 

preparation was a key component to the circle process. At the very beginning of the 

project in 2018, circle keepers came to recognize that some of these preparation 

processes extended into multiple sessions, sometimes bridging the line between 

support for circles that were meant to be carried out by those most impacted by 

conflict or harm – and ongoing, almost therapeutic or even friend-like “hang out” time 

with not only one, but two very attentive circle keepers.

Our own early unfamiliarity with what our work-in-progress or “build it while 

flying” restorative approach lent itself to uncertain timelines which then translated 

into many sessions or, on the other hand, potential frustration from those wanting 

something quicker and more concrete. Among the circle keepers, conversations 
about the length of engagement and reflections during the course of case 
meetings led to our own observations that we needed to return to our initial 
programmatic goals – that is, the development of a restorative approach that 
relied less upon professionalized ongoing services. We were developing an 
approach focused on just the right amount of care and attention to support and 
develop practices that could be carried out in a sustainable way – not only within 
our programs but also among community members.
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As protocols were developed, guiding principles strengthened and timelines 

streamlined. Reminders that we are caring human beings and have a role as circle 

keepers – but we are not therapists, case workers, advocates, rescuers, or friends 

needed to be repeated as we recognized that we are all susceptible and, in some 

cases, have been trained to play these roles. Each one of the personnel of The CHAT 

Project came through a service or advocacy organization; however, we found that we 

might also rely upon skills and experiences as friends, aunties, parents, neighbors, or 

go-to-counsel in our own personal lives. 

Understanding Organizational Integration 
of a New Model: Cohort 1 to Cohort 2

As we moved from our initial Cohort 1 period which ended in June 2019 towards 

Cohort 2, beginning in July 2019, we also began to see the diverse shapes and 

dynamics of our organizational partners. The always precarious conditions of non-

profits resulted in shifting leadership, staff turnover, and limited resources. Taking on 

a new project, while of interest to all organizational partners, did not always translate 

into the capacity to send staff to all trainings or to commit them to the long hours it 

might take as a circle keeper.

Circle keeping, especially as we were starting as new practitioners, does not follow a 

clear step-by-step process; dialogue takes time; scheduling for multiple participants 

including circle keepers, many with the burden of full-time hours aside from this new 

project, brought additional challenges.

While the project retained all organizational partners throughout the pilot period, 

the commitment of The Latina Center and the emerging demand among the Latinx 

population resulted in a staff position being added to that organization.

The long legacy of interest in and commitment to transformative and restorative 

practices at DeafHope and the promise of these approaches as more appropriate for 

the Deaf and hard of hearing communities brought this organization as a strong core 

partner to the project. As a strongly collective and cohesive organization, DeafHope 

used its staff position funding to leverage project access to all DeafHope staff.

Rubicon Programs, a longstanding organization committed to formerly incarcerated 

people and with a solid leadership role within Contra Costa County’s African 

American community was added as another organizational partner with resources 

allotted to a staff position within that organization.
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Finally, STAND! For Families Free of Violence, the primary domestic violence 

organization in Contra Costa County and one with a batterer intervention program, 

came on board as a new organizational partner to the project in Cohort 2.

The original 6 organizations grew to 9 with the addition of: DeafHope, Rubicon 

Programs, and STAND! For Families Free of Violence. The additional 3 full-time 

positions greatly expanded the staff capacity and, hence, circle keeping capacity 

for the project. Expanded staffing also offered more administrative support for the 

project as a whole.

Monthly cohort meetings transitioned to weekly case meetings, with the aim shifting 

from a focus on the cohesion of all collaborative partners to necessary ongoing 

support for circle keepers across a number of the organizational partners. The 

continued development of protocols that embrace restorative values and, in practical 

terms, support participants in their pursuit of collective resolutions to conflict and 

harm was deepened and strengthened during this period.

COVID-19 and Our New Reality 

The impact of COVID-2019 cannot be underestimated.

Restorative practices, in particular, rely upon in-person meetings, confidential 

conversations, and collective gatherings. These were obviously profoundly hampered 

by a pandemic, social distancing, and the new reliance upon remote methods of 

communication such as zoom. The project continued, albeit slowly, through this 

period (which as of the writing of this report is not yet over). Cases that had started 

before the pandemic dropped off with the advent of COVID-19.

The project, in pace with the rest of Northern California and the country, has adjusted 

to the new reality of COVID-19 and began to pick up its activity with pandemic-

related safety protocols by the summer of 2021. As we all still face the uncertain 

and devastating impact of the pandemic, the future context and implications for The 

CHAT Project continue to unfold.
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Organizational Partners

COHORT 1 (MARCH 2018 – JUNE 2019)

> Community Violence Solutions, a Contra Costa County-based sexual assault 

organization

> Contra Costa Family Justice Center, a Contra Costa County navigation hub for 

survivors of domestic violence that served as the initial project lead

> The Latina Center, a multiservice agency in Contra Costa County that served 

Latina immigrant women and families and provided domestic violence services

> Narika, a South Asian domestic violence agency, located in neighboring Oakland 

and serving the greater Bay Area

> Rainbow Community Center, an LGBTQIA+ center in Contra Costa County

> RYSE, a youth justice center in Contra Costa County

COHORT 2 (JULY 2019 – JUNE 2021)

Besides the organizations participating during Cohort 1, the project added the 

following collaborative partners:

> DeafHope, an Oakland-based domestic violence program for the Bay Area Deaf 

and hard of hearing communities

> Rubicon Programs, a Contra Costa County-based organization, focused on 

employment mobility for low-income people, particularly those who are justice-

involved or formerly justice-involved 

> STAND! For Families Free of Violence, a Contra Costa County-based domestic 

violence program featuring crisis and advocacy services, emergency shelter and 

transitional housing, and a batterer intervention program

The CHAT Project  
Stakeholders
A Summary
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The CHAT Project  
Stakeholders
A Summary

Our Participants

From our first case in May 2018 until the conclusion of the pilot period at the end of 

June 2021, the project saw 40 cases, numbering 93 individuals.

CASES

By the end of the pilot, 4 cases (10%), involving a total of 26 participants, reached a 

culminating circle.

NOTE: Total percentage may not add up to 100.0 due to rounding.

* The 7 bi-racial participants identified as Asian/White (n=4); Latinx/African-American (n=1); 
Asian/African-American (n=1); Latinx/White (n=1).

RACE

GENDER

INDIVIDUALS 
IN CASE

# OF
CASES

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

22
5
5
1
3
2
1
1

55%
12.5%
12.5%
2.5%
7.5%
5.0%
2.5%
2.5%

2

3

4
5

6 7 8

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Latinx
Black/African American

Asian American
Native American/

Pacific Islander
White

Bi-racial*
Other

50
4
4

1
14
7
2

58.8%
4.7%
4.7%

1.2%
16.5%
8.2%
2.4%

63.0% 34.6% 2.5%
IDENTIFIED
AS FEMALE

IDENTIFIED
AS MALE

UNDISCLOSED

51 28 2
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NOTE: Total percentage may not add up to 100.0 due to rounding.

NOTE: Total percentage may not add up to 100.0 due to rounding.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE

AGE

SPANISH

13.4%
39.0%

ENGLISH46.3%

DEAF/AMERICAN SIGN 
LANGUAGE (ASL) USERS

1.2% OTHER

5.7%
3–11

12.6%
12-17

4.6%
18–24

14.9%
25–29

14.9%
40–49

24.1%
30-39

17.2%
50–59

5.7%
60+

5 11 4 13 21 13 15 5

OF CASES DEALT 
WITH LGBTQ+ 
ISSUES AS 
CENTRAL TO THE 
DYNAMICS OF 
HARM OR 
CONFLICT

5%

3
IDENTIFIED
AS LGBTQ+

SEXUALITY

By the end of the pilot period, 3 participants identified as LGBTQ+. 5% of cases dealt 

with LGBTQ+ issues as central to the dynamics of harm or conflict.
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Our Circle Keepers

Circle Keeper Trainees: Cohort 1

RACE

GENDER

83.3% 16.7%
IDENTIFIED
AS FEMALE

IDENTIFIED
AS MALE

10 2

*The two South Asian trainees spoke two different South Asian languages 

LANGUAGE SPOKEN

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Latinx
Black/African American

Asian American
White

6
1
2
3

50.0%
8.3%

16.7%
25.0%

BI-LINGUAL SPANISH33.3%
ENGLISH ONLY50.0%

16.7% BI-LINGUAL SOUTH ASIAN
LANGUAGE*
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Circle Keeper Trainees: Cohort 2

RACE

GENDER

93.3% 6.7%
IDENTIFIED
AS FEMALE

IDENTIFIED AS
GENDER NON-CONFORMING

14 1

LANGUAGE SPOKEN

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Latinx
Black/African American

Asian American
White

4
3
2
6

26.7%
20.0%
13.3%
40.0%

BI-LINGUAL SPANISH13.3%

ENGLISH ONLY66.7%

20.0% AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
(ASL
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Aligning with Project Goals

The evaluation was designed to assess whether and to what extent The CHAT project 

was able to reach project goals to create: 1) a restorative and collective model; 2) a 

non-law enforcement alternative to criminalization; 3) a community-based grassroots 

option; 4) increased organizational and county-wide capacity; and 5) possibilities for 

replication. For more details on project goals, see pp. 28-29.

Aligning with Research on the  
Implementation of Innovative Models

These instruments were also guided by the research findings associated with 

implementation science, pointing to the importance of having a: 1) translatable 

model; 2) motivation; 3) capacity; 4) political climate; and 5) delivery system – in the 

implementation of any new and innovative approach to violence intervention. For 

more details on the research on implementation, see pp. 39-42.

Aligning with the Collaborative County-Wide 
Scope of the Project

Because of the county-wide and multi-organizational scope of the project, the 

evaluation domains were measured at the level of: 1) participants, 2) circle keepers, 

3) organizations, 4) overall project, and 5) Contra Costa County. For more details on 

evaluation domains, see p. 43-44. 

Evaluation Design

EVALUATION 
DOMAINS

1   PARTICIPANTS

2   CIRCLE KEEPERS

3   ORGANIZATIONS

4   PROJECT

5   COUNTYWIDE
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Evaluation Design

While this was an evaluation of a single program, the uniqueness of the project, its 

rather ambitious goals and objectives, and the national/international demand for 

restorative justice examples addressing domestic and sexual violence seemed to 

elevate potential national and global implications.

There is a broader research field of implementation science which offers some guidance 

in determining what factors are necessary for the successful implementation of 

innovative models beyond one site. Prior Blue Shield Foundation of California support 

for training and research on community-based interventions to domestic and sexual 

violence1 yielded some confirmation that the findings across other primarily medical 

fields were relevant to innovations in violence intervention, as well. Hence, these 

lessons served to guide both implementation and evaluation design.

In a nutshell, this body of research conceptualizes phases of implementation or what 

some researchers call the innovative life span2 as:

[1]   Kim, M. E. (2020). Shifting the lens: An implementation study of a community-based and social network intervention to gender-based 
violence. Violence Against Women, 27(2), 222-254.

[2]   Aarons, G. A., Huilburt, M., & Horwitz, S. M., (2011). Advancing a conceptual model of evidence-based practice implementation in public 
service sectors. Administrative Policy in Mental Health, 38, 4-23.

Research on the 
Implementation of  
Innovative Models:  
How Did This Guide 
Implementation and  
Evaluation Design?

Exploration Adoption/
Preparation Implementation Sustainment
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Factors deemed to be necessary for successful implementation are: 1) a translatable 

model; 2) motivation; 3) capacity; 4) political climate; and 5) delivery system. The 

figure below expands upon these categories.

Breaking Down Key Implementation Factors

TRANSLATABLE MODEL 

While the area of restorative practice and domestic and sexual violence remains 

emergent, The CHAT Project started with the guidance of sujatha baliga. The project 

benefited from her substantial experience in restorative practice and application to 

harm within a youth pre-charge context, which used a restorative justice conferencing 

approach as well as restorative circles with adults in domestic and sexual violence 

situations. nuri nusrat also provided training support and during a brief period during 

Cohort 1, offering and mentoring circle keeping processes with newly trained circle 

keepers. The principal investigator of this evaluation, Mimi Kim, provided support 

and knowledge of the community-based interventions to violence piloted by Creative 

Interventions. In addition, The CHAT Project gained from the wisdom and guidance of 

evaluation advisory team members, Joan Pennell and Gale Burford, whose pioneering 

work in restorative practices to address domestic violence and inclusion of children 

with these processes informed this model from its earliest days.

At the same time, the variation between these different models, the more open-

endedness of the pilot, and the exploratory aspect of the pilot period meant that 

The CHAT Project did not start with a fully packaged and translatable model. The 

evaluation did not take that as a given, but, rather, one of the variables to be assessed. 

How translatable was the model? Was there a single model or a hybrid set of models? 

Alternatively, was The CHAT Project able to create its own model or approach? And, if 

so, how translatable is that model? 

TRANSLATABLE 
MODEL MOTIVATION CAPACITY POLITICAL

CLIMATE
DELIVERY
SYSTEM

> RJ Circle
> RJ 
     Conferencing
> Creative 
     Interventions

> Fits      
     Community
> Fills Gap
> Stakeholder
     Buy-In

> Staff
> Time
> Resources

> Openness
> Legitimacy
> Resources

> Coordination
> Training
> Ongoing TA

1 2 3 4 5
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MOTIVATION

The CHAT Project began with great enthusiasm, especially from the Contra Costa 

Family Justice Center whose Executive Director, Susun Kim, had been a founding 

board member of Creative Interventions – and who was eager for a non-law 

enforcement and community-based alternative for the many survivors who needed 

and sought such an approach. The Latina Center under the leadership of Miriam 

Wong was also eager to adopt a model that seemed to be a more appropriate fit 

for immigrant Latina women interested in options that might allow more flexibility 

around staying together or at least more collaborative co-parenting - and that 

avoided police involvement. While motivation mobilized rapid cohesion among 

some of the partners at the project’s onset, levels of motivation varied across the 

range of partners. Motivation was another factor to be analyzed across actors and 

organizations over time.

CAPACITY

Would the organizational partners and the project as a whole have the capacity 

to move this project through the stages of exploration, adoption/preparation, 

implementation, and sustainment? The original designers of The CHAT Project were 

experienced in the creation and implementation of innovative projects and tried to 

establish some rudimentary project design elements to take capacity building into 

account – within a resource-thin anti-violence sector and county. The question of 

how much capacity it would take to implement restorative justice circles applied 

to domestic and sexual violence remained central. Additionally, the possibility of 

a global pandemic did not fit into the picture. Capacity at the level of individuals, 

organizations, and the project as a whole remains a central question and concern.

POLITICAL CLIMATE 

At the time of The CHAT Project’s establishment in 2018, the interest in restorative 

justice and transformative justice approaches to domestic and sexual violence 

intervention had already been on the rise. While still reticent, statewide domestic 

and sexual violence organizations across the country, including the two primary 

coalitions in California had already been exploring the notion of what were often 

called “alternatives to criminalization.” Since the uprisings of the summer of 2020, 

that interest escalated locally and nationally. While the actual implementation of such 

alternatives, especially at the level of the possibility of face-to-face meetings among 

survivors and those who caused harm, remain very low, there have been significant 

moves towards interest in if not acceptance of such approaches.

Funders have also started to move towards financial support. Blue Shield of California 

Foundation has been among the nation’s leaders in putting money into the piloting 
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and implementation of restorative justice-related interventions to domestic violence 

— and has fostered an open political climate, making this project possible. The 

consistency of the Senior Program Officer, Lucia Corral-Peña, supported deeper 

funder understanding of the project’s local and national significance and led to a long-

term, multi-year funding horizon.

DELIVERY SYSTEM

 Finally, successful adoption of innovative models relies upon a solid and dependable 

delivery system. This primarily consists of an infrastructure that provides competent 

and ongoing communication and coordination, training, and technical assistance for 

those parties adopting the model. Throughout the pilot period, The CHAT Project did 

benefit from training and technical assistance as described under the section above 

describing the translatable model. Was the system for training and technical assistance 

sufficient?

In summary, the broader research on innovation, adaptation into local sites, and 

implications for replication helped guide both implementation and evaluation 

design of this innovative restorative justice pilot project. The extent to which the 

project had a translatable intervention model; sufficient levels of motivation among 

its stakeholders; adequate capacity of staffing and other necessary components; 

enjoyed a positive political climate; and was able to build a robust delivery system of 

coordination, training, and technical assistance – seemed important to its success.
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Starting from the micro-level to the macro, the domains and 
instruments were:

Evaluation Domains 
and Instruments

1      

2      

Participants

Circle Keepers

ACTIVITY INSTRUMENT TIME OF DATA 
COLLECTION

Preparation meetings Brief Survey Post every meeting

Circles Brief Survey Post circle(s)

Post-Circle Interview
Brief Survey

1 month post
6 months post
12 months post

Observation Case Meetings Ongoing

ACTIVITY INSTRUMENT TIME OF DATA 
COLLECTION

Trainings Brief Survey Post every meeting

Ongoing Interview
Brief Survey

1st 6 months
1-2 years

Ongoing Case Meetings 
Observation Ongoing
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County-wide or regional level impacts are notoriously difficult to measure. During 

this pilot phase, there was not enough information on the county-wide impact to 

make an informed assessment of the progress.

3      

4      

5      

Organizational Lead (Partner Organization)

Project Level

County-Wide

ACTIVITY INSTRUMENT TIME OF DATA 
COLLECTION

Ongoing Interview
Brief Survey

1st 6 months
1-2 years

Ongoing Case Meetings 
Observation Ongoing

ACTIVITY INSTRUMENT TIME OF DATA 
COLLECTION

Ongoing

Case notes

Interviews with project 
leads

Project meetings 
observation

Ongoing

All evaluation participants were required to be age 12 and over and have understood 

and signed a consent form to engage in the evaluation. Participants aged 12 to 17 

also required parental consent besides their own consent for their participation. 

An additional consent process was undertaken for interviews carried out post-

circle. Circle keepers and organizational leaders must also have formally consented 

to participation in the evaluation. All consents and evaluation procedures have 

been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of California State 

University, Long Beach. 

Evaluation Criteria



Stakeholders: 
Participant Data
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Participant Evaluation Domains

The themes for participants (the project’s term for those seeking assistance for situations 

of conflict, harm, or abuse) aligned with the project goals. 

During Preparation Phase  (survey with Likert scale questions and short answer)

 > Safety (of self and others) – asked multiple times and using multiple questions

 > Clarity on goals

 > Clarity on support people

 > Clarity on process

 > Clarity on role in the process

 > Helpfulness of the process

 > Clarity on next steps

 > Helpfulness of circle keepers

 > Most helpful aspects

 > Suggested improvements

Post-Circle  (survey with Likert scale questions and short answer; open-ended interview)

 > Safety (of self and others) – asked multiple times and using multiple questions

 > Impressions

 > Motivation to be in circle

 > Appropriateness of people in circle

 > Decisions made

 > Hopes for the future anticipated

 > Changes resulting

 > Changes for children resulting

 > Achievement of goals

 > Continued work

 > Better off or not

 > Would recommend

 > Alignment with project goals: helpful to resolve conflict/harm; helpful to not 

involve police; helpful to include children; skills to use and share with others

Participant Data
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Participant Data

Triangulation of Data:  
Relying Upon Multiple Sources

The pilot evaluation at the level of participants relied upon multiple sources.  

This included:

1. Survey data collected during preparatory meetings; at the circle meeting(s); and 

at follow-up interviews.

2. Interviews with consenting participants after completion of at least one circle;

3. Observation at case meetings (circle keeper reports).

PARTICIPANT DATA SOURCES

What Did the 
Participants Say

SURVEYS

CASE
MEETINGS

PARTICIPANT
INTERVIEWS

1

23
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Out of the 93 individuals, 51 individuals age 12 and over gave consent to participate 

in the evaluation either during the preparation process and/or after participating in a 

circle. The 51 individuals filled out a total of 123 surveys. 

Although the project has had several young people involved in our processes, they 

were often brought in later in the process or at the time of circle and, therefore, 

had less opportunity to consent to and then be brought into the evaluation process. 

However, the observations of circle keepers and their reflections on the parents and 

family members of the children offers insights into the impact on young people.

Participant Preparatory Meetings:  
Survey Responses

The most extensive aspect of the restorative process is the series of preparatory 

meetings. The initial participants – usually but not always the identified survivors of 

harm or violence – often had multiple meetings – alone and with other key members 

of their families or friendship/community networks. During the pilot period, these 

meetings were understood to be held in preparation for a circle. 

Those consenting to the evaluation filled out brief surveys at the end of every 

preparatory meeting, with 51 individuals filling out a total of 109 surveys. 

Participants:  
Survey Results

1

EVALUATION NOTE:  
The formal evaluation process for participants could not be carried out until October 

2019 with the final approval of the evaluation protocols by the Institutional Review 

Board (IRB) at California State University, Long Beach. All survey and interview data 

reflected in this report have been collected since the time of IRB approval.
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PARTICIPANT PREPARATORY MEETING SURVEY RESPONSES: 
FREQUENCIES AND MEANS

Helpfulness of the Restorative Process

A preponderance of quantitative survey results regarding perceptions of the 

preparatory meetings and the restorative process were rated at the highest level of 5.

The highest levels of satisfaction were associated with perception of circle keepers 

and their ability to create a comfortable environment (mean=4.90) and helpfulness 

(mean=4.90).

Among reported perceptions of various aspects of the process, the highest level 

(mean=4.67) was associated with the overall helpfulness of the process. The lowest 

score (mean=4.39) measured the participants’ assessment of the people in their life 

QUESTION

FREQUENCY

MEANNo, not at all          Somewhat         Yes, very much

1 2 3 4 5
Thinking about the meeting today:

a) I am clear about my own goals 0 0 16 17 76 4.55

b) I am clear about the people in my life that can  
    be part of this process. 4 1 14 19 70 4.39

c) I understand how this process works 0 2 15 24 68 4.45

d) I understand my role in this process. 0 2 10 18 78 4.59

e) I know what I can do to be helpful in  
    this process. 1 2 16 16 74 4.47

f) This process is helpful. 0 1 8 17 82 4.67

g) I am clear about my next steps. 1 1 11 21 74 4.54

Thinking about the circle keepers I met with today:

a) The circle keepers created a comfortable  
    environment. 0 0 1 9 99 4.90

b) The circle keepers were helpful. 0 0 1 9 99 4.90

Thinking about safety:

a) I am worried about my own safety. 71 11 16 4 5 1.70

b) I am worried about the safety of others. 57 13 22 4 11 2.06

c) I was able to discuss all of my safety  
   concerns today. 7 5 16 14 63 4.15

d) I have a safety plan. 12 5 27 11 47 3.75

e) I have what I need to keep myself safe. 6 5 17 13 64 4.18
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that they could bring into the process. This aligns with circle keeper report of the 

frequent difficulty or reluctance for people to bring others outside of the immediate 

family into a circle process.

Short voluntary answers to open-ended questions on the survey offer a little more 

insight into participant experiences and perceptions – although these were also 

almost all uniformly positive.

To the question, “What was most helpful or most useful about the meeting?” – 

responses included the following:

Able to express myself:

“It was not a formal meeting. I spend all day working in meetings and the last thing I 
want to do is attend another meeting. It is nice that this is structured more as a loose/
informal chat/reflection session.”

“Just being able to express myself more.”

“I could express a bit of what I have kept silent for a long time.”

Able to be listened to without judgment:

“[They] didn’t contradict me.”

“They listened to us with calm and interest.”

“Very helpful that you listened and didn’t jump in with ‘a solution’ and kind of let us 
work through it.”

“They were not judgmental at all and saw the strength in me that sometimes I have a 
hard time seeing.”

Appreciation of space to resolve conflict and be in better relationship:

“Knowing that I can count on a space to fix things with my family in a respectful and 
tolerant environment.”

“To know that my sons are willing to participate to be able to improve our relationship.”

“That I can be closer to my kids.”

“The opportunity to have my sister here.”

Helped clarify and move the process forward:

“The most helpful thing about this meeting was setting a plan for myself to get the 
support I need.”

“Just understanding where we go from here. Getting us back to focus on our goals.”
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“The breakdown of the goals for the group and the purpose of this whole situation.”

“Writing everything down in a google doc.”

“Being able to discuss safety plan.”

To the question, “In your opinion, what could have made this meeting better?” – 

most participants simply added more affirmative responses. Among the very few 

suggestions for change were requests for more visuals and documented notes.

SAFETY

Additionally, the survey data offered added checks for safety. Several types of 

safety questions were asked to capture safety concerns. Participants offered more 

variation in their responses to safety questions. Some of this may reflect their varied 

relationship to violence – that is, some identified as survivors of violence; others came 

in as allies with a different relationship to harm or danger.

Many of the responses indicating higher level of concerns about safety regarding self 

or others were concentrated in two cases which were still actively engaged in conflict 

at the time of their engagement with the project. While that conflict was verbal and 

not physical, the responses did reflect a continued sense of trepidation among family 

members. Follow up interviews with one of the situations revealed continued conflict 

– not physically violent but resulting in withdrawal of communication.

Safety questions were also asked throughout the process. At the beginning, fewer 

had thought through safety plans which may have become more developed in further 

meetings. Measures were meant to assess safety, in general, and changes in safety 

over time. However, participants were not asked specifically about the perceived 

impact of the process, itself, on safety.

Participant Circle Survey Responses

Ideally, restorative practices lead to a circle where those involved in conflict or harm 

have gone through a sufficient preparatory process, where the process and inclusion 

of parties is deemed to be safe, and where all participation is voluntary. Not all 

processes led to a circle.

By the end of the pilot period, the number of circles held after IRB approval in 

October 2019 and by those consenting to the evaluation numbered 4 circles 

involving 26 circle participants; 14 participants filled out evaluation surveys. The 

results of individual survey responses are below.
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Participant Circle Survey Responses: 
Analysis

HELPFULNESS OF THE CIRCLE 

While the majority of individual responses to the helpfulness of the circle were at 

the highest level (5), there were some responses that indicated a lack of satisfaction. 

PARTICIPANT CIRCLE SURVEY RESPONSES: FREQUENCIES AND MEANS

QUESTION

FREQUENCY

MEANNo, not at all          Somewhat         Yes, very much

1 2 3 4 5
Thinking about the meeting today:

a) The circle seemed fair. 0 0 2 2 10 4.57

b) The circle was meaningful to me. 0 0 1 3 12 4.64

c) The right people were at the circle. 0 0 1 1 12 4.79

d) I was able to hear and understand what was  
    necessary. 0 0 1 3 10 4.64

e) I was able to express what I needed to say. 0 0 1 3 10 4.64

f) I feel like the goals of the circle were met. 1 0 1 3 9 4.36

g) I learned new and meaningful things today. 0 1 0 2 11 4.64

h) I feel like there was resolution to the conflict  
    or harm. 0 1 1 2 10 4.14

i) I am clear about next steps or a plan. 0 2 0 0 12 4.57

j) I feel confident that there will be follow up on  
    next steps of the plan. 0 2 0 1 11 4.50

Thinking about the circle keepers I met with today:

a) The circle keepers created a comfortable  
    environment. 0 0 0 1 13 4.93

b) The circle keepers were helpful. 0 0 0 2 12 4.86

c) I would recommend this circle process to  
    others. 0 1 0 3 10 4.57

Thinking about safety:

a) The circle felt safe. 0 0 1 2 11 4.71

b) I am worried about my own safety following  
    this circle. 11 0 0 0 3 2.00

c) I am worried about the safety of others  
    following this circle. 9 1 1 0 3 2.36

d) I have what I need to keep myself safe. 0 0 1 1 12 4.79
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In particular, the assessment of the circle’s effectiveness regarding the achievement 

of the circle’s goal (mean=4.36), resolution of conflict or harm (mean=4.14), and 

confidence on next steps of the plan (mean=4.50) were lower than responses 

regarding the circle process, that is, such factors as fairness, ability to hear and 

understand others, and ability to express oneself which all had a mean score of 4.57 

or higher.

All of the lower individual scores (3 or below) regarding the perceived outcomes of 

the circle were attributed to the respondents of 1 of the 4 circles represented in the 

survey responses.

As with the surveys evaluating the preparatory meetings, the highest levels of 

satisfaction were associated with perception of circle keepers and their ability to 

create a comfortable environment (mean=4.93) and helpfulness (mean=4.86). That 

is, even the respondents with the lowest satisfaction regarding the effectiveness or 

results of the circle still rated the circle keepers at the highest level. Over 70% (10 out 

of 14) of respondents said that they would recommend the process to others at the 

highest level of 5; however, the mean score was 4.57.

Short voluntary answers to open-ended questions on the survey offer a little more 

insight into participant experiences and perceptions. 

To the question, “What was most helpful or most useful about this meeting?” – 

responses included the following:

“Everything.”

Being supported and listened to:

“My problems were heard from other points of view.”

“Having my support person there.”

Providing a space for clear and respectful communication:

“Having everyone be able to talk about how they feel without interruption.”

“Being able to speak in a safe place.”

“We could speak and listen to each other without disrespecting each other.”

“Providing a neutral space with lots of support.”

“Everyone had to participate.”

To the question, “What was the most meaningful result of this circle?” – 

responses included the following:
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Providing a space for communication:

“It was calm.”

“Well, I could get out my emotions.”

“Hearing everyone’s views.”

“Express ourselves without conflict.”

“We all listened to each other and heard what we all wanted to say.”

Ability to connect with family members/circle members:

“Advice from my uncle.”

“The words I heard from my granddaughter.”

“Hear how my daughter felt and how we could hear others in the family talk.”

SAFETY

The evaluation took into account the high degree of concern over safety. Multiple 

questions were asked regarding safety to enhance the degree to which any concerns 

would be captured. Questions regarding safety were also asked during each meeting so 

that opportunities for safety concerns would be addressed at any meeting.

Safety concerns were overall not high. Three outlying sets of scores indicating high safety 

concerns at level 5 were evaluated and determined to reflect a misunderstanding of the 

scale. The safety questions reversed the order of favorable responses, confusing some of 

the participants.

The short responses to the question of safety reflected concerns regarding one circle. 

The circle in which respondents generally had poorer outcomes (see survey responses 

above) offered open-ended responses that reflected their safety concerns. One very late 

participant left little time for the circle; their safety responses expressed frustration over 

the lack of time available to sort through complex issues of ongoing conflict.

The care taken to address safety within meeting protocols which emphasized the need 

to raise questions addressing safety, multiple safety related questions on the survey (for 

those consenting to the evaluation), and discussion of safety concerns at weekly case 

meetings provided multiple safeguards for safety as well as many ways to discuss the 

nature of safety facing participants. The evaluation, however, did not directly capture the 

perceived impact of the circle process on safety.
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Triangulation of Data:  
Relying Upon Multiple Sources

Other data collection measures including circle keeper observations, case review 

observations, conversations with participants by circle keepers during preparatory 

meetings and before and after circles as well as qualitative responses to the surveys 

yielded data that could be triangulated with the quantitative data. These other 

sources of data also provided thicker descriptions than the quantitative survey data. 

However, the quantitative data was useful in capturing any concerns during the 

preparatory process and providing one consistent data anchor for evaluation.

With regard to safety, some circle keepers noticed that in a few surveys, responses 

to questions about safety did not match the content of the meeting. In some surveys 

indicating no or low safety concerns, circle keepers reported that the focus of these 

meetings was safety. Was this lack of correspondence due to the fact that safety 

concerns were addressed and, therefore, were no longer perceived as high by the 

end of the meeting when the survey was filled out? Or were some participants more 

reluctant to record safety concerns as opposed to expressing them in dialogue? 

Reasons could include the minimization or denial of safety concerns, common 

responses to domestic and sexual violence at all levels of society.

During the pilot period, participant interviews were conducted among consenting 

participants age 12 and over. The planned timing of interviews was at 1 month, 6 

months and 1 year following a circle.

Data collection at the level of interviews was challenging during the pilot period. 

Delays in IRB approval (approval in October 2019), the onset of COVID-19 making 

the continuation of cases to the phase of circle and data collection challenging, and a 

gap in Spanish language data collection capacity all contributed to a lower number of 

interviews than anticipated during the pilot period.

During the pilot period, we conducted 8 interviews representing the 4 cases that had 

included a face-to-face circle process.

Participants:  
Post-Circle Interviews

2
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The Weekly Case Review Meeting 

Throughout the pilot period, the project held monthly meetings in 2018 and early 

2019 in which cases were brought in to share as case studies and to problem solve 

with Cohort 1 members. As the project moved from the Cohort 1 phase in 2018 to 

the Cohort 2 phase around July 2019, these monthly meetings developed into weekly 

case review meetings as the number of cases began to grow and the need for weekly 

support and technical assistance became necessary.

During the weekly case review meetings, one case was brought in for review. If the 

case was new, circle keepers prepared a summary and shared initial case context 

including who referred the case and known central features of the case including 

information about presenting participants, key people and relationships, and the 

primary situation of conflict or harm. Circle keepers also came prepared with one or 

two key questions for the group. 

At times, circle keepers would bring an ongoing case or return to a case as they 

prepared for a circle process. Again, they prepared a summary including a brief re-

introduction to the case, the current case context, and one or two key questions to 

present to the group of circle keepers.

The case meetings were 90 minutes long. These case meetings are continuing during 

the implementation period but have shifted to every other week, with the option for 

other types of updates or programmatic related meetings during the off-weeks.

Participants:  
Case Observations

3

EVALUATION NOTE:  
By July 2019 and Cohort 2, the project enjoyed regular attendance from the primary 

circle keepers: three key staff (representing the project coordinator from the Family 

Justice Project; the primary staff person from The Latina Center; and the primary 

staff person from Rubicon Programs); a circle keeper hired independently through the 

project; three staff people from STAND (generally on a rotating basis); three to four 

staff people from DeafHope; and two staff people from Community Violence Solutions. 

A staff member from RYSE was able to occasionally join. At times, guest circle keepers 

were invited to support cases and, if so, were also invited to join the case meeting. The 

lead trainer and advisor on restorative processes provided ongoing feedback during 

these meetings. The principal evaluator also joined each meeting, documenting the range 

of cases, themes raised, noting case trajectories, and writing field notes.
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In this section, themes from the case observations are interwoven with quotes and 

analysis from participant interviews in order to draw out alignments, contrasts, and 

comparisons from case observations and participants reflecting on the circle process. 

Quotes from participant interviews are denoted by italics. At times, details from the 

interviews are altered to protect confidentiality.

Entering Into a New Space –  
the Experience of a Circle

At the beginning, I’m not going to lie, I thought it was not going to help. I went through 

a lot of different processes and people in situations trying to get an answer and trying 

to make my family aware of how I felt, why I did what I did. 

Participants came to The CHAT Project with lots of questions, expectations, and 

fears. The survey results show some indication of how well the project was able to 

address and clarify these concerns. Participant interviews gave some more insight 

into these experiences.

I remember being super, super nervous for it, and even though I was with my family, it 
was like the first time that I was going to be completely open and honest with them…
and how their reactions towards me had affected me…Nerves, I think are normal. 
Once I walked in and saw everything, it was just so, it was really relaxing. It was like 
a really good setting, having like an actual circle and having everybody just willing to 
participate. Being open to whatever came out was, I think, the first open and honest 
conversation that we’ve ever had as a family.

Circle Processes:
Themes Across Case 
Observations and 
Participant Interviews
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Circle Keepers:  
Care and Compassion are Key

Being human is more important than being professional.

This comment by one of the participants stood out as key to our commitment as a project 

to community, humanity, and the push back against a professionalized service model. 

This stood and continues to stand in contradiction, in many ways, to roles as paid staff in 

professionalized service agencies. However, the grounding of project in community self-

determination and push back against professionalization has been a constant theme. It 

does continue to guide the work – and the continuing evolution of the project. 

Restorative Practice:  
The Importance of Preparation

While compassion as circle keepers is key, the restorative process also has a method. 

Careful preparation among circle keepers – with a check list of preparatory questions 

and debrief questions – was important to trust-building and smooth co-facilitation. 

Making sure that circle keepers entered situations with an agenda, knowledge 

of possible areas of tension (including one’s own areas of bias and triggers), and 

strategies to address difficult issues became critical to the process.

As short-answer responses to preparatory meeting surveys revealed, many participants 

appreciated the preparatory meetings for their ability to clarify the process, support them 

to identify their goals, and develop solid safety plans – whether emotional or physical.

As one family member shared:

[The process] seemed really good to me.  Without imposing an order, we were prepared 
for this. The circle keeper explained really clearly how the process was going to go, and 
so everything about the process was developed in a very orderly way.  And so there was 
an environment of trust that was created. In reality, I was pretty open to what was going 
to happen. I was prepared, but I did not really have a certain perspective, or prediction 
about what I wanted or what I thought would happen, nothing like that.  I didn’t even 
really know what was going to happen since this was the first time I had ever done 
anything like this.  But I was prepared, open to what would happen.

Participant interviews also revealed that when community members or family 

members came in less prepared, they tended to be confused. This could unnecessarily 

waste time, as well as decrease the chances of positive outcomes.
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Open and Honest Communication: 
Fostering Trust Building

Of course, having difficult conversations is central to restorative processes. And 

much attention focuses on how to achieve the best conditions. Again, preparation is 

critically important. But so is building trust, having spaciousness of time, and leaning 

on methods or certain guidelines and boundaries around speaking to interrupt usual 

power dynamics.

We had tried to have conversations in the past with my family, but our ego and our 
anger and our like just talking over each other, it just never worked out. Having the 
circle keepers there and even the interpreter who I met that day, but he still kind 
of blended in perfectly. I feel like that was super, super helpful because we were 
able to say what we needed to say, but we had to think about how what we were 
going to say was going to come out. It wasn’t just like a reaction of emotion, like 
everyone took a second to, like, breathe. And even if it comes out like really rude and 
disrespectful, then, at the moment it’s like, well with the circle keepers and having 
other people present, I feel like everybody still said what they needed to say, but 
wasn’t disrespectful in any way.

The use of talking pieces to regulate the flow of communication has been an 

important tool in the process. Participant reflections highlighted the benefits of the 

talking piece even if they seemed unfamiliar at first.

So [the talking piece] was definitely new for all of us, but I think it was needed. In the 
past, it’s easy to, like, talk over people when you hear something that you don’t like, 
but having the talking stick is like you really have to wait your turn and it gives you 
some time to just think about things in between and not just react. So that was really 
helpful.

Circles Are an All-Day Event

Circles were often between 5 and 8 hours long. They were spacious times that 

everyone set aside – to open with ritual (of the participants’ choosing), bring children in 

respectfully, open with inviting questions, move to challenging topics, give opportunities 

for multiple rounds if needed, consider plans and commitments, and close.

These long hours were necessary and were broken up with meals – children were brought 

in to participate and were lovingly escorted out with caregivers or allowed to play in a 

nearby room, knowing that adults were taking care of each other in another room.
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I thought the fact that it was going to be super, super long, we felt it was really long and 
I thought that that was going to be hard to get through. But, you know, we had a break, 
we had snacks…People were able to go outside when they needed to.

While our circle survey did not ask about length of time, there was no mention in 

short open-ended responses about the time being too long. Instead, there seemed to 

be a concern, in some cases, of needing more time – and more circles.

Culture and Language

At the onset of The CHAT Project, it was anticipated that a collective and dialogic 

approach may be culturally familiar to some community members as a way to resolve 

conflict, abuse, or harm. However, the participants whom we interviewed found the circle 

processes to be both appealing and anxiety producing. As one circle participant shared:

I think this is kind of stereotypical, but, you know, like low income communities of color, 
we are not used to having healthy conversations. We’re not used to reaching out for 
support. When you’re used to getting therapy, you know, that’s a white thing or that’s 
a thing for people with money or people that are actually crazy. Just learning that 
it was okay to reach out for help, learning that, you know, sometimes you need that 
support…There’s nothing wrong with looking for a healthier, peaceful way of living and 
communicating. I think that was the main thing I got out of it. 

During the pilot phase, our attention to language access often required creativity and 

flexibility. Despite resource investments in Spanish and American Sign Language, we 

were often stretched to meet language needs. In particular, we had not anticipated 

the number of Spanish speakers who would seek support during the pilot period. 

To meet language needs, the project occasionally brought interpreters into the 

preparation and circle process. In one case, neither circle keeper was Spanish 

speaking – so the interpreter played more of a role keeping them apprised of what 

was happening in the circle – while the family members were able to communicate 

with each other in Spanish.

Yeah, [having an interpreter] was definitely interesting. At the end, they only needed 
the interpreter for the circle keepers. And then the circle was held in Spanish. So even 
though the circle keepers were understanding what was going on, if I needed their 
support or something, then I would talk to them directly. And then the interpreter 
would help facilitate that part – so that my parents wouldn’t feel left out. I think it 
actually worked well.

On circle keepers not speaking the language of everyone in the circle: 

So my dad, his main language is Spanish, but he understands English. So he was able 
to understand some portions of it, and he could tell how much the circle keepers cared 
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and how involved they were. And my mom, even though she didn’t really understand 
much at all, that is what you can feel like. The circle keepers were super positive, super 
warm, super inviting.

Attention to culture extended beyond race or ethnicity to other categories of identity 

– for example, sexual orientation.

Having [circle keepers in the rainbow family] made a huge difference. At the moment, 
at the time, with my then relationship, like I was so isolated. I didn’t have friends, And 
I’m like who can support you in this? Almost nobody. So it felt like, you know, the circle 
keepers were like an extension of that and, you know, I consider them good, good 
friends and like they’re frigging amazing. So, like, they were a huge help, especially 
feeling like I was going through that by myself.

Children: Central to  
Intergenerational Change

The inclusion and centrality of children have been integral to the restorative approach 

we have developed. While this may be welcome and natural to some families, for 

others it has felt inappropriate or unnecessary to bring children into what can be 

viewed as adult problems. 

One participant reflected on the benefits of bringing their 10-year-old niece into the 

process:

To me it was a little more natural. I mean, I was her main caretaker at the time… I just, 
I wanted them to see how it affects her when they make comments like that. And she 
wasn’t there for the whole thing. So it was like an introduction. She felt hurt as well. 
And she was able to see us trying to communicate in a different way. She removed 
herself, and she was still in the facility. She was in another building, in another room, 
just watching movies or something. But she felt included.

Another participant expressed how important it was for their young grandchildren to 

be a part of the process.

For me it was really important.  Even the little one was participating.  And the older 
one also had the chance to express himself. He talked about a few things that maybe 
he didn’t feel comfortable expressing at home, but he did in the circle.  And we all 
listened to him. And this was important because they felt like they belonged, that they 
have the right to be there and the right to express themselves.  And so I liked it…For 
the older one, I think he has assimilated a lot of what happened there, and I think his 
behavior has changed a lot.
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Bringing Others into the Collective Process

The restorative process relies upon bringing in members of one’s community that 

know and care about the people experiencing conflict and harm – and can bring an 

outside perspective. Outside people can break up harmful and rigid dynamics of the 

more intimate group – and can offer both group and individual support. Bringing 

in extended members of the social network can also interrupt patterns of secrecy, 

isolation, and self-protection that often play into and can even perpetuate abusive 

power dynamics.

While some participants welcomed known extended family members, friends, and 

community members, others were quite reluctant to bring in anyone outside of the 

nuclear family. One common theme among participants – again, not among all – was 

the desire to keep the circle to immediate family only. At the same time, circle keepers 

encouraged bringing in outside members but did not want to be coercive.

Did the restorative process necessitate outside members? To what extent could we 

move forward even when it was family only? This is a persisting question.

My parents have already very private lives, like family only. [If we brought other people 
in,] I don’t think that they would have been as open and honest about how they were 
feeling because, sadly, like these were very cultural and they worry about what people 
think or what people say. I think they appreciated that it was just us.

Learning Edge:  
Domestic Violence and Circles

One person came in to hold a restorative process with the partner they were breaking 

up with. Their relationship and breakup were violent, but they initially agreed to come 

in together to try to be more peaceful – for the sake of a shared child. However, work 

in preparation for the potential circle led to a realization by the survivor that she no 

longer wished to engage with their former partner. 

So you know, the concept of it felt good, like maybe the circle is going to save 
everything. We’re actually going to be able to have at least a good conversation, even 
if, you know, the decision wasn’t for us to move forward together or anything like that. 
But going through the process, it was very clear that that wasn’t going to happen…I 
need to look out for myself and work on the way that I showed up in that relationship. 
And I wasn’t going to be able to do that if I stayed. So [the process] definitely 
contributed to help me see what I needed to do is to take care of myself.
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Over time, the survivor decided to end their abusive relationship but then used 

the circle to address parents whose homophobia led to their further isolation and 

worsened the dynamics of domestic violence.

My main goal was to tell my parents [about my sexuality] and pretty much just 
wanting them to understand how they treated me in the past with my then partner, 
how that affected me and how it was really hurtful and how it was really hard for me 
to talk to them and open up after that…I wanted them to understand that this is who I 
am. And they might not like it, but I would love for them to be part of my life. I felt like I 
was able to get that message across.

One of the circles that expressed the most dissatisfaction was one with an active 

situation of domestic violence, in the form of emotional abuse but with some potential 

for physical violence. The preparation for this circle raised many concerns and a 

certain amount of disagreement among those in the case meeting. Follow up did 

not reveal greater levels of harm – nor did it show resolution of or reduction in the 

dynamics that brought the family to consider restorative practices in the first place. 

Ongoing tensions also expressed themselves in a very late arrival to the circle by the 

person most identified as the one causing harm, thereby raising the level of tension as 

family members waited – and reducing the amount of time available for the circle. 

Learning Edge:  
Family Conflict and Adolescents

A number of our cases involved adolescents at the center of a situation of perceived 

conflict. Many of these cases involved family histories of domestic violence; some of 

these families had separated due to the violence. However, lingering traumatic effects of 

domestic violence often continued to affect dynamics within the family – including those 

between adults and their children.

Cases centering adolescents often brought up dilemmas for circle keepers. How do 

we conceptualize the dynamics of harm or conflict in cases where adults may view 

themselves as “harmed” by an adolescent’s substance use, aggression, or what they 

perceived as dangerous behavior, such as staying out all night? How do we shift adult 

frameworks from adversarial (but caring) to collaborative within the framework and 

timeline of a restorative process? How do we build trust with all parties? What would be 

considered a good collective outcome when individual goals might be very different – for 

example, adults wanting more compliance and adolescents wanting more autonomy?

In fact, one of our first cases prior to our establishing more formal evaluation methods 

did involve such a situation – one that resolved when an adolescent who was acting with 

violence towards their parents – was able to voice their desire to go back to their home 
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country to see a beloved relative who had “mothered” and “fathered” them when left 

behind during a time of country-wide violence and a tumultuous migration flight to the 

U.S. Important truths were revealed in the meeting – and the teen’s wishes were finally 

expressed and respected within a supportive group circle.

One of our last cases during this pilot period led to a day-long family meeting, held at a 

public space that the adolescent had wished for her family to see. Despite the seeming 

successes of the day, one adult family member reported few changes in the dynamics 

between the adolescent and adult caregivers in the following months. However, the adult 

reported that the circle process improved relationships among other members of the family.

Unfortunately, we were not able to successfully reach any of the young people (under age 

18) participating in the pilot program for an interview during this period. Developing more 

flexible strategies to collect evaluation data from young people will be a priority for the next 

project phase.

Need for Second or More Circles

During the pilot period, the restorative model held the possibility of two or more 

circles. But in practice, we routinely prepared for one circle. The interviews revealed a 

number of reasons for this, as did circle keeper observations.

The circles were long. While they accomplished a lot, creating a plan was left to 

the end of the meeting – when energies and time were depleted. Some participant 

interviews revealed a need for a second circle.

A three month follow up would be nice just because, you know, it takes a while for 
somebody to change their own habits. So having a little bit of accountability, I think 
would help do that. 

Other possible reasons for the desire for second circles were revealed in interviews of 

family members who were not the primary people identified as survivors. In some cases, 

it appeared that family members were made aware of how their own needs were left 

unattended. They were called upon to offer space and support to one member of the 

family or community. But they, themselves, may also be survivors of violence or years 

of abuse. These perceptions highlighted the complex set of dynamics in situations of 

intergenerational harm and historical trauma. They also pointed to the strong sense of 

isolation suffered by so many individuals and families as they often face these troubles 

alone. For some who never received prior support, the restorative processes may 

have been a painful reminder of the neglect that they had suffered due to their own 

victimization by family conflict, harm, or violence. This may have resulted in a sense of 

added dissatisfaction as the process was focused on another person and was not meant 

to involve ongoing family support in the form of continued services.
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Skills Transferred to Homes  
and Communities

One central goal of the project was to create a restorative approach that was easily 

passed on to families and community members. While we could not focus entirely on 

this aspect during a period when we were still figuring out some of the fundamentals 

ourselves, we did find that the circle process was something that appealed to families 

and, in its most basic form, gave some ritual and method that people could adapt 

within their own relationships.

Participant interviews gave us some information on how this was happening as well as 

lessons for our future focus on this aspect of the project.

One participant shared intentions that were very short-lived, at least without a 

process for ongoing support:

We talked about, like, you know, having our own family conversations and running a 
similar circle, like having the talking stick so nobody talks over each other. But I want to 
say that lasted for like a week. Like good vibes and motivation. We’re going to change 
and things are going to be different. But then after that, you know, just living their life.

In another family, the circle process was enthusiastically adopted by all members and all 

ages:

After the circle, talking about the tools, yes, now we use – what do you call it?  “the 
talking piece.”  This is something that we have used in our meetings after the circle.  
This has permitted us to be a little bit more organized. So when one person is talking, 
the rest of us listen. And that avoids the situation where different people are talking 
at the same time.  It’s one tool that we implemented – maybe in an unconscious way, 
but we are using it. Even the children. Once my grandchild was talking and someone 
else started talking over him, but someone said, “wait, wait, he is talking.” And my 
grandchild said, “yes, I have the talking piece.”

Another individual reported about the great improvement in their relationship with 

their son. The ability to apologize for their past behavior while in circle, eased feelings 

of guilt and resentment. It opened the door to much better communication. There is 

lots less yelling. There is much more mutual respect.

One family shared text messages to announce the need for what they call a “reunion.” 

We said the time, the date, and we asked everybody if that time is OK for everyone. 
We make an agenda. The person who called the meeting makes the agenda. We read 
a passage of the Bible as one of the values each one of us has. And then we go into the 
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things that we would like to talk about. We let each one of us give respect or [share] 
whatever problem we have. It can be economic. It can be mental, emotional. Whatever 
it is, we all contribute to that.

Lasting Changes and More Work Ahead

Even for those who did not keep family traditions of circles as intended, there seemed 

to be lasting changes:

So I actually recently had that conversation with my mom when I got into another [same 
sex] relationship and just wanted to let her know that I’m planning on talking to my dad 
as well. Okay? At least that’s what I got out of it, stuck with me. I’ve been trying to stand 
by that…My dad is normally like an old school Mexican man, like if there’s something that 
he doesn’t like, he’s going to shut down right away. I feel like he’s actually listening and 
trying to listen. So we talked a little bit about that. My old relationship, he kind of opened 
up about how it made him feel, and I told him from my perspective how their reactions 
made me feel, and he was actually able to listen. And recently talking to him about the 
possibility of me exploring a new relationship with someone else, he told me his concerns. 
We were able to just have a conversation –  and that we haven’t been able to do before.

Another person reported greater collectivity and harmony in the family:

Before it was like everyone was more individualistic – each person in their separate 
space. I think this is one of the things that has improved. It’s not perfect but it’s better.  
I have noticed a feeling of more integration – sometimes we all sit down together 
and talk and that is improved. Not just everyone with their own thing, sometimes if 
someone has a joke they share it, and we all laugh. Or someone talks about something 
that happened to them during the day. So, we share more. That is something that was 
lacking and that has improved since the circle. It’s a process.

However, over time, there was some sense that some gains were lost. Perhaps these 

losses are experienced more among family members than for the primary person 

requesting a circle. Does the role within a restorative process make a difference in 

long term positive change?

Some experiences of loss and disappointment seem tied to the conditions of the 

pandemic. What can be attributed to COVID-19 and the social, political, and 

economic impact of a global pandemic?

And, like any intervention, benefits can decline over time. How challenging is it to change 

entrenched patterns? Do we as a project need to offer more support to make changes stick? 

These are questions that we need to explore further in our implementation.



Stakeholders: 
Circle Keeper Data
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From our first case in May 2018 until the conclusion of the pilot period at the end of June 

2021, the project experienced a large turnover in circle keepers and trainees (some of whom 

were organizational representatives but had not intended to serve as circle keepers). 

The majority of those trained to be circle keepers have been people of color. Languages 

have included Spanish, American Sign Language, and various South Asian languages. 

For a more detailed demographic breakdown, see pp. 35-36.

Circle Keeper Continuity Between  
Cohort 1 and Cohort 1

Between Cohort 1 and Cohort 2, the project experienced considerable loss of circle 

keepers. The project initially hoped that those circle keepers trained during Cohort 1 would 

remain and join those trained during Cohort 2. While our Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 trainings 

resulted in 8 active circle keepers from each cohort, there were only 2 who stayed active 

from Cohort 1 – including the Project Coordinator and one of the contracted circle keepers.

In fact, the only continuing circle keepers from that period were from the lead 

organization – the Project Coordinator and 1 of the contract circle keepers.

Circle keeper attrition from the period of Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 can be attributed to organi-

zational and personal reasons. The organizational reasons for circle keeper attrition is linked 

to organizational capacity for The CHAT Project and restorative approaches more generally.

Organizational reasons for circle keeper attrition include:

 > Time and effort required for restorative approaches are challenging for staff 

members with direct service responsibilities

 > Shifting emphasis of partner organizations reducing organizational capacity for 

circle keeping (with possibility of increased capacity in the future)

 > Layoffs from partner organizations

Personal/individual reasons for circle keeper attrition include:

 > Job shift/move

 > Personal responsibilities due to COVID-19

Circle Keeper Trainees:
Cohorts 1 and 2
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Circle Keeper Trainees:
Cohorts 1 and 2

Triangulation of Data:  
Relying Upon Multiple Sources

The pilot evaluation at the level of circle keepers and organizational partners 

(generally Executive Director or the partner organizations) relied upon multiple 

sources. This included:

1. Interviews with consenting circle keepers and organizational partners 

2. Surveys given at the end of interviews to capture quantitative data

3. Observation at case meetings

CIRCLE KEEPER DATA SOURCES

What Did the Circle 
Keepers Say

CIRCLE
 KEEPER

INTERVIEWS

CASE
MEETINGS

SURVEYS

1

23
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In addition to the interviews, circle keepers during Cohort 2 were asked to fill out 

brief surveys that added questions regarding their assessment of the trainings and 

meetings, the importance of characteristics of the approach, and the degree of fit and 

motivation to integrate the model into their respective organizations.

During the pilot period, participant interviews were conducted among consenting 

circle keepers during Cohort 1 and Cohort 2. 

During Cohort 1, 9 circle keepers were interviewed. During Cohort 2, 8 circle 

keepers were interviewed. Only one interviewee was common across Cohort 1 and 

Cohort 2 due to attrition.

Among those trained as circle keepers, not all ended up being active as circle keepers.

The move from monthly meetings throughout 2018 and early 2019 to weekly case 

review meetings starting around July 2019 as described in the participant evaluation 

section was also an opportunity to capture observations regarding circle keeper 

participation. 

In addition to opportunities to learn about cases, the overall character of the case 

meetings balanced relationship and trust building with attempts at efficiency among 

Circle Keeper  
Interviews

Circle Keeper  
Surveys

Circle Keepers: 
Case Observations

1

2

3
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circle keepers. While the case meetings gave opportunity to track types of cases, 

it also was a space to raise complex issues. Each meeting started with a check in; 

on-time attendance was encouraged to make sure that everyone was present for 

the more personal check in. While the trainer and technical assistance consultant 

on restorative processes served a prominent role in advising on cases throughout 

the pilot period, over time the case meeting shifted to give more space for shared 

reflections. Circle keepers gained experience and confidence in offering wisdom and 

their increasing expertise.

Interviews with circle keepers were conducted during the Cohort 1 period and 

Cohort 2 period. Due to only two circle keepers being present during the two periods; 

analysis comparing interview data and observations between the two periods and 

two sets of circle keepers is limited.

Themes from the case review observations are interwoven with quotes and analysis 

from circle keeper interviews in order to draw out alignments, contrasts, and 

comparisons from circle keeper observations within case meetings and reflections 

from surveys and interviews. Furthermore, themes revealed from case meetings 

and circle keeper surveys and interviews often cross into overarching programmatic 

issues and concerns. Quotes from interviews are denoted by italics. At times, details 

from the interviews are altered to protect confidentiality.

Importance of Training

The training curricula for both cohorts were extensive. Due to the interest in 

restorative approaches during the two years preceding the start of this project, some 

of the circle keeper trainees from Cohort 1 had already been exposed to a more 

general community restorative justice training offered through the Berkeley-based 

restorative justice program SEEDS. A one-day community circle training had also 

been sponsored through Berkeley-based Community Works.

While the training provided an environment where familiarity with and some 

prior exposure to restorative approaches was possible, The CHAT Project specific 

Circle Keeper  
Interviews: Themes
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training centered on a series of trainings (see pp. 22-25 for more training details), 

led primarily by sujatha baliga, joined by nuri nusrat (with the support of Mikayla 

Waters-Crittenton and Gita Baliga-Savel), who lent their substantial restorative 

justice experience with youth and adults who had experienced sexual and domestic 

violence. Mimi Kim added experience from her years in developing community-based 

or transformative justice interventions to domestic and sexual violence. By the time 

of the second cohort training, Chelsea Miller also built upon her experience as a circle 

keeper and Project Coordinator to lead portions of the training.

A lot of thought and planning went into each piece of the training. I felt like there were really 
perfect people chosen. I’ve really appreciated having Chelsea there, as well, sharing her 
direct experience. She could bring a real practical perspective to how we’re going to be using 
this information directly.

Structural and Environmental Changes 
Between Cohort 1 and Cohort 2

The concept of restorative and transformative justice was not new to Contra Costa 

County. Both sujatha baliga and Mimi Kim had been invited to Contra Costa County 

events over the two years prior to the project initiation to present on restorative 

justice and transformative justice, respectively. Rising excitement among some of the 

original CHAT Project partners, notably The Latina Center, Contra Costa County 

Family Justice Center, and RYSE which had already been introduced to restorative 

practice working with youth, led to the determination that such a project was feasible. 

Shortly after that decision to proceed was made, a statewide funding opportunity 

became available and a collaboration of organizations with some prior working 

relationship were brought together as the initial pilot partners. The timing of the 

funding opportunity created immediate movement towards the formation of the pilot 

project. As part of the initial collaborative design, each partner organization was to 

send two of its personnel to the initial set of restorative justice trainings.

Interviews of Cohort 1 circle keepers revealed the varying conditions under which 

they had been recruited to the project. For the most part, those chosen as circle 

keepers were mandated to attend the training – some due to their expressed interest 

in the restorative justice project and others due to their role within their organization 

and presumed fit with the project. Since each organization was asked to send 1-2 

people into the learning community at this early phase, unanswered questions about 

the expectations of circle keepers after the training period remained.

Lessons from Cohort 1 led to a more intentional selection of circle keeping trainees 

for Cohort 2. While not every person in Cohort 2 was expected to facilitate circles 
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(particularly for organizations still unsure of their status as providers of restorative 

practices), organizations tended to be more strategic by choosing participants 

who would maintain close ties to the project. During the period of Cohort 2, 

new organizations were also brought in and were given careful orientation and 

onboarding which was not possible during the rapid period of orientation and 

uncertainty at the onset of the project.

Almost all of the training for Cohort 2 was completed by the end of February 2020. 

The final harm related training took place months into COVID-19 in July 2020 

as the world was going remote. While those cohort members who intended to 

start circle keeping activities prepared, the possibility of in-person trainings or in-

person meetings with participants was no longer possible. Restorative circles and 

preparatory meetings were moved to Zoom.

Training and community building spaces for Cohort 2, something that Cohort 1 

members described as a precious and rare collective space for authentic caring and 

sharing, disappeared. 

Added responsibilities of caregiving at home meant that certain circle keepers no 

longer had time outside of their domestic duties.

The collectivity of a circle was replaced by the video grid of Zoom. Some attempts 

were made to replicate circle-type meetings over Zoom by writing names and order 

in the Zoom chat function. Intentional time for circles over Zoom was structured 

into meetings on occasion but with less regularity during the period starting with 

COVID-19.

As the world renegotiated intimacy over Zoom, the project did manage to replicate 

the rudiments of circle preparation over Zoom. And the cohort continued to build its 

regular meetings and technical assistance through Zoom, relying on high expectations 

for participation, an emphasis on being on time for a 90-minute meeting, and 

substantial room for personal check-ins – followed by a structured presentation of at 

least one case. The training and technical assistance consultants – sujatha baliga, nuri 

nusrat (from 2018 to 2020), Mikayla Waters-Crittenton (joining a segment of the 

trainings in 2019), and Mimi Kim consistently attended meetings, offering ongoing 

technical assistance.

The Appeal of Truth Telling and Circles

Across circle keeper interviews, cohort members appreciated the care and attention 

they experienced as part of The CHAT Project. While trainings were long, circle 

keepers showed appreciation in their responses to training evaluations and in their 

responses via interviews. Many remarked on the difference between the training 
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and reflection space and those offered in their own work environment. The project 

became a kind of precious space for them – a place to share personal feelings and 

experiences of harm, a place where questioning is valued; a place where they can 

build trust. 

During Cohort 1, in-person meetings were held in a circle formation, cohort members 

took turns facilitating circles, passing the talking piece so that everyone could share 

or pass. The nature of circles became internalized – the benefits were directly 

experienced. The project coordinator and supportive co-trainers balanced the 

internally directed circle aspect with case studies. 

My experiences of things like circle keeping are much more experiential and a felt sense, as 
opposed to remembering specific details of the lecture. I would say for people who have not 
had any experience having intensive experience of the circle itself where you use a talking 
piece and you understand the centerpiece and you understand the pacing…It’s also the 
understanding that something could take a really long time. Just the mandatory experience 
of being in a circle over and over, to acclimate to that and to understand it and to really 
get the dynamics of the  importance of that… If one will stay with it and allow the shifts to 
occur. I think it’s pretty hard to be in a circle. I think maybe once probably isn’t enough, but 
it’s hard to be in circle several times and not start to shift how you communicate or how you 
understand the circle experience.

Lack of Bridging Across Cohorts

The closeness and intimacy of the cohort sometimes translated into a sense of 

intrusion if new members entered the space – perhaps under special invitation 

or as a shared training with another group. The balance between intimacy and 

comfort in a closed and carefully nurtured group and the ability to expand to other 

new cohort members or altogether new cohorts was never adequately tested or 

developed. There was no system created to bridge between cohorts, and the rapid 

attrition among Cohort 1 members left the project with little opportunity to develop 

mechanisms to support this process.

With COVID-19 and a move to Zoom, the space remained and still remains special. 

However, the loss of the physical circle component also reduced the opportunities to 

experience circles and to delve more deeply into questions raised by cohort members. 

Warm check-ins over Zoom still facilitated trust building. However, Zoom fatigue 

meant that trainings over Zoom required more breaks and shorter days. The loss of 

in-person circle opportunities may have weakened the training component. And the 

internalizing aspect of circles was richer when weekly meetings were held in person.
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Settling into a Model: Defining Structure

Throughout the pilot period, the restorative model continued to defy structure. More 

of a framework and approach than a rigid protocol, this characteristic remains a core 

feature of this particular vision of circle processes. 

While the training received uniformly high praise, trainees consistently asked for case 

studies, modeling of circle keeping, and opportunities for a kind of apprenticeship or 

ability to partner with more experienced trainers. While some of these opportunities 

were offered, several circle keepers expressed their desire for more.

By the end of Cohort 1, the model gained enough shape and structure to be 

documented into a written protocol, one to be adapted and changed as the project 

continued. However, the protocol was not widely referred to after its initial sharing.

The Importance of the Co-Keeper Dynamic

What held the model together was an expectation for closely coordinated and 

collaborative work between the two circle keepers. A pre-meeting and debrief guide 

was developed early in the project. When followed, the guide ensured that the 

co-keepers (as they were called) carefully assessed the needs of the participants, 

checked in about safety, and examined their own internal and relational dynamics. 

This dialogic approach defined the core dynamic in the model. 

I think it’s been really important for my co-keeper and I to have conversations and to meet face 
to face and talk about how do we want to move forward and to feel like we have a solid enough 
relationship that we can be honest with each other. We actually spent quite a bit of time doing 
that, which was really, really helpful. What I’ve come to understand for any of this work is 
that the prep time is hugely important. And it’s not just the prep time with the people that are 
going to be in the circle, but prep time with the co-circle facilitators. There’s a system set up 
now where we do a pre-assessment before we meet with the person who wants to be in circle 
and then we meet with the person and then we do a post assessment to talk about how we’ve 
done, what came up for us and what we felt worked well. I think that’s really helpful. It helps to 
surface concerns or questions when we’re in conversation that we wouldn’t necessarily think of 
on our own. It has given us also an opportunity to better understand each other’s style.

Importance of the Dialogic Approach

The dialogic approach extended to the meeting with participants. Circle keepers 

were not leaders but played a facilitating role – asking questions, offering role plays, 
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emphasizing participant wisdom and expertise, and guiding logistics leading to the 

next meeting or to a culminating circle. The model was both open-ended and directive 

– a balance that was sometimes difficult to maintain as participants at times wanted 

solid answers and both desired but also resisted taking the lead. 

One of the circle keepers described how they supported self-knowledge and self-

determination:

One of our clients said, “I’m not used to thinking about what I want. I want us not to fight.” 
And we [as circle keepers] say, “Well, what would it sound like in the affirmative?” And 
she said, “I don’t know. I don’t know. I don’t ever think about that with my family, with my 
relationship. I don’t know.” And we said, “Cool, that’s your homework. Think about if we can 
say two sentences affirmatively.” And it took us a long time before she could say something 
affirmatively. That’s the kind of time that advocates don’t have. But that feels like…a life 
skill for moving towards long term safety and knowing ourselves better – having guidance 
and time to really say something affirmative about what we want and be asked enough 
questions to figure it out and not just given six referrals and you pick from those. And then 
we call that empowerment. We’re doing this other level.

Another circle keeper began to build reflections on the person’s “wisdom” into the co-

keeper debrief guidelines. 

Yeah,  that was really helpful because the first time we met, my co-keeper had recorded...
had written down two or three quotes from the person and said, “I just want to repeat back 
to you what you said,” which was very powerful, right for the person to hear her own words. 
And she said, “I said that?” And so then after we really talked and I said, “why don’t we have 
a space to intentionally write that sort of thing down that we can then hand to that person 
so they can see it in writing.” So it’s their own innate and intuitive sense and wisdom, which 
I really like because I think often we don’t hear our own words repeated back to us. We just 
talk and think, “Oh, whatever.” But then when people say, “you said this,” it’s like, wow. 

Restorative Processes as Collective Processes: 
Meeting Resistance

The expectation that parties would bring in others extending beyond the primary parties 

in conflict or in a relationship of harm/violence also drove the process. One of the areas 

raised often in case meetings was resistance to bring in friends, family or other community 

members outside of the more contained group of internal family members. Desires 

to maintain privacy, fear of embarrassment and shame, or expectations of judgment 

and intrusion by others came up often. Given the project’s value of self-determination, 

some circle keepers feared that they were coercing more expanded engagement. This 

tension between the collective character and value of restorative processes and the not 
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uncommon resistance to involve people beyond the most intimate family or community 

members remained a theme across a number of cases. 

Scheduling and Time Delays

In addition, even for those participants who were willing to bring in or even wanted 

more people in attendance, refusal by those they invited and/or the inevitable 

challenge of scheduling among the willing delayed processes and sometimes led to 

frustration.

Challenges in scheduling two circle keepers, lead participants, and their allies (family, 

friends, and community members) just for preparatory meetings have remained 

ongoing. For those circle keepers for whom involvement in The CHAT Project was 

an additional part of an already full-time job, scheduling became a major barrier to 

forward movement.

The Importance of Understanding the 
Dynamics of Domestic Violence

By the end of Cohort 1, it became clear that project leaders assumed a certain 

knowledge of domestic violence (or sexual violence) even for those not working in 

a domestic violence or sexual assault agency. What was discovered was that this 

knowledge was not shared by all participants – especially if they were not from 

explicitly anti-violence organizations.

At the same time, domestic violence and sexual violence were addressed in 

unconventional ways. In the highly personal training, people were asked about their 

experiences as survivors and as perpetrators of harm. A key assumption of this 

restorative approach is that everyone is a survivor of some form of harm and that 

everyone has perpetrated harm. This assumption ran counter to a lot of conventional 

trainings of domestic violence and sexual assault programs that tend to assume and 

strongly maintain a binary framework for survivors and people who cause harm. 

Many anti-violence programs maintain a policy that former perpetrators of violence 

are not allowed as staff of anti-violence programs. 

One circle keeper, who came from an organization with more conventional binary 

survivor versus perpetrator understanding of violence, expressed her appreciation 

for this more nuanced aspect of the project:

We live in this world where you’re wrong, you’re right. And I think that’s what our 
movement has become. You’re right, you’re wrong. You’re bad, you’re good. You’re a 
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batterer or you’re a victim. So what the nonviolence work continues to illuminate is, wow, 
it’s not so clean. It’s not so black and white. And when we start telling the truth, we all 
have, a lot of us have the capacity –  we all have the capacity to cause harm. 

Despite the assumption that all trainees had enough understanding of domestic 

violence, there were no criteria regarding previous training in domestic violence. 

No explicit questions were asked during the time of Cohort 1. In response to this 

realization, the Cohort 2 training brought more intentional training on domestic 

violence basics (with a restorative justice spin), a training on safety, and more 

intensive trainings on restorative circles and harm. While this was helpful, this 

enhancement of the domestic violence part of the training was not necessarily 

enough to fill the gaps in domestic violence knowledge for those who may have had 

little familiarity with the dynamics of interpersonal violence. This raised the question 

of how much prior experience and training is enough – or how could the project 

better prepare those with less knowledge of the dynamics of domestic and sexual 

violence.

As one circle keeper with more experience in domestic violence reflected on both 

the need for but also the limitations of bringing in people to work on the project with 

prior experience working in the anti-violence sector:

It would be essential that people come in with, not necessarily years of experience, but 
that they have had direct experience in terms of working in the domestic violence or 
sexual assault field just because it’s so layered and complex. Unless one has interacted 
with people a lot and heard the different stories and understand...it’s hard to understand 
why it occurs and why people continue to live in it. I just feel like that’s not something 
people can just understand quickly or overnight. Having said that, I think for people 
that have had a lot of experience in the field, there’s also a danger of not ever really 
believing that people who have caused harm can truly change. So I think it’s a balance of 
understanding domestic violence or sexual assault, all the dynamics that go on with it, 
and also believing transformation really is possible. People that often have worked in the 
field for a long time –  if they have worked in organizations that have operated the way 
they’ve always operated from the beginning of the domestic violence movement, there 
is a tendency to rescue and to really think of survivors as victims and knowing best what 
would work for them.

The Need for a Non-Criminalizing Approach

Despite looming questions about the nature and value of restorative approaches 

to domestic and sexual violence for incoming cohort members, their conviction 

regarding the need for a non-police, non-criminalization option was more clear. Many 

of the partner organizations work with law enforcement. However, even for them, 
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they felt strongly that a non-law enforcement option was an important benefit of the 

project.

As one circle keeper tied more closely to law enforcement said:

What we hear all the time from community is we don’t want law enforcement involved 
because we’re not interested in criminalizing our men.

Concern about the police was reflected across organizations and communities:

I think that would be wonderful to have a space where people can come to if they want 
to without involving the police because that’s a big deal for the LGBTQ community –  
especially for queer folks and trans folks of color because [of] the perceived threat of the 
police – and not just perceived — the real threat of the police.

Another circle keeper shared her perspective from the immigrant community:

All of these separations of the family – I think it’s cruel. Separating families – kids from 
parents, parents from kids. Sometimes the wife and husband are arguing and the police 
come in and make them separate. Sometimes they want to go back but they can’t because 
the system is in the middle. 

Centering Safety 

The lack of consistent knowledge of domestic or sexual violence across the 

organizations and across circle keepers raised the question of safety. In addition, 

the more supportive and less directive nature of restorative practices brought 

some tension between those with more conventional domestic violence training 

and those who favored less intense scrutiny of people who had a history of violence. 

This tension did not come up often – in part because the project did not reach high 

numbers of direct engagement with people who were causing harm or who had 

actively caused harm.

Restorative justice conferencing establishes a framework in which distinctions 

between person harmed and person responsible for harm are firmly established 

and drive a relatively directive process. Over time, this project adopted a more 

generalized model of circle that adapted to the more ambiguous situations the project 

often faced. While this generalized model lent itself to greater flexibility, there were 

times that it may have been insufficient to contain situations of harm in which there is 

a clear person who caused harm and a distinct one-way pattern of harm. 

The lack of high case numbers involving a person who caused harm limited 

opportunities to fully develop discernment into safety protocols. While safety was 

discussed extensively, the project did not develop more explicit guidelines to navigate 
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and negotiate safety in cases where higher levels of danger or threat of harm existed, 

or to determine exactly when contact cannot be made.

Having ample organizational partners and circle keepers with extensive domestic 

violence experience did provide safeguards in case reviews and ensured close 

relationships with those more attuned to safety issues. The evaluation created 

multiple places for questions regarding safety both to alert the project to safety 

concerns throughout the process and to measure safety concerns throughout.

However, safety remained an area of concern, requiring continued attention and 

further development.

The Challenges of Addressing Accountability

Closely associated with the issue of safety is that of accountability. Because of the 

more generalized model of circle, the project during its pilot period was less apt to 

make immediate references to a “person who caused harm” and to apply protocols 

and methods exclusive to the process of their accountability. While such distinctions 

between survivor and person who caused harm were at times quite clear, the 

pilot period did not bring in many people who caused harm. And those that were 

considered were often deemed unsafe or, if considered safe enough, were ultimately 

unwilling to come into the process.

Limitations of Referrals

Some of the lack of cases bringing survivors directly together with the person who 

caused harm was also due to the fact that these cases were not referred. In fact, 

most organizations remained poor at referrals. On the one hand, project partners 

tended not to get the types of cases that were appropriate for restorative circles 

– being either survivor-centered or organizations that did not regularly work with 

or assess for domestic or sexual violence. In addition, many organizations never 

incorporated The CHAT Project enough to regularly assess for appropriate referrals. 

Among partner organizations, only certain staff reached a point where they clearly 

understood the project. Those people in a position to refer participants may have 

been very unfamiliar with The CHAT Project and the restorative model.

What did tend to get referred to The CHAT Project were increasingly cases that did 

not fit into the scope of those organizations. The project received cases where the 

staff of partner organization simply did not know what to do. They sent people who 

explicitly stated that they did not want to call the police but may have been otherwise 

inappropriate. With time, the project received more cases involving adolescents who 
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had behaviors such as drug use and violence that were problematic to their parents 

and guardians. Partner organizations with little capacity to handle such cases referred 

them to The CHAT Project.

Moving to Circles:  
Flexible Pathways Towards that End

While The CHAT Project worked with 40 cases during the pilot period, 4 cases or 

10% of these went on to circles. Yet, circle keepers reflected that the participants 

found preparation useful. And survey results revealed satisfaction during those 

meetings. This ultimately led to the question of whether a culminating circle was 

necessary for success. Rather, could preparatory meetings themselves represent 

sufficient outcomes – even if they did not reach a culminating circle?

One circle keeper captured the ambiguity of the circle approach – and the potential 

value of the preparation process itself.

And it’s just a sometimes maybe too flexible project, but it is a really honest to god flexible 
plan where we’re just like - it could be circle. It could not be a circle. It could be that RJ 
[restorative justice] gets us ready for steps in our life that don’t ever go to a circle or 
conference and we’re down. It could be that we get you ready and you do a circle on your 
own. And then we do follow up and I think that’s great and we’re down. It could be that we 
do a bunch of circles together that slowly build on each other, and I think that would be cool 
and we’re ready. It could be that we start talking and then you’re not ready, and we wait a 
few months and then we try again. It just is expansive. And that, I think is a great part of 
it and is some of what makes it really hard – hard to staff, hard for people to do who have 
other jobs and are from different programs. And that’s what makes it cool.
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Surveys were constructed to capture an additional quantitative level response to questions 

asked during the interviews. They provided an additional set of data for the 8 circle keepers 

(included trainees that never became active circle keepers) interviewed from Cohort 2.

CIRCLE KEEPER SURVEY RESPONSES: FREQUENCIES AND MEANS

Important Characteristics of Our 
Restorative Approach

Circle keepers were asked to rate to the importance of each characteristic associated 

with The CHAT Project model of restorative justice. Each characteristic (allows allies to be 

involved; allows possibility of staying in the relationship; allows possible engagement of the 

person doing harm/abuser; provides an alternative to criminal justice responses; and builds 

more community capacity to intervene in violence) was rated relatively high, ranging from 

3.38 to 5.00.

Providing an alternative to criminal justice responses was rated at the highest level by all 

circle keeper respondents (mean=5.00). The two other characteristics gaining the highest 

rating were those expanding to community members. Building community capacity to 

intervene in violence was rated second (mean=4.88), and the possibility of involving allies, 

that is, friends, family, and community members in the intervention was third (mean=4.75). 

The characteristics gaining the lowest ratings involved the possible engagement of the 

person who caused harm (mean=4.62) and the possibility of staying in the relationship 

(mean=4.38), indicating more reservations regarding these aspects of the model. 

Circle Keepers:  
Survey Results

QUESTION
Strongly Disagree         Agree            Strongly Agree

MEAN
1 2 3 4 5

Rate the importance of each characteristic of the RJ Model:

a) Allows allies (friends, family, community) to be  
    involved. 0 0 0 2 6 4.75

b) Allows possibility of staying in the relationship. 0 0 1 3 4 4.38

c) Allows possible engagement of the person  
    doing harm/abuser. 0 0 1 1 6 4.62

d) Provides an alternative to criminal justice  
    responses. 0 0 0 0 8 5.00

e) Builds more community capacity to intervene  
    in violence. 0 0 0 1 7 4.88



Circle Keepers:  
Survey Results

Stakeholders: 
Organizational Data
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The CHAT Project’s Unique  
Organizational Structure

NINE DIVERSE AND UNIQUE ORGANIZATIONS

Evaluation at the level of organizations has been more challenging. Each organization 

represented such unique and diverse constituencies, service areas, missions and 

priorities, organizational histories, access to resources, and motivation for joining The 

CHAT Project. Connections to The CHAT Project were largely relational with the hub 

of relationships connecting to Susun Kim at the Contra Costa County Family Justice 

Center as well as to the two trainers, sujatha baliga and Mimi Kim. 

LACK OF CAPACITY AND ATTRITION AMONG ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERS

In three organizations, organizational leaders also trained as circle keepers, wanting 

to understand the restorative approach and, in some cases, hoping to play a role in 

circle facilitation. However, organizational leaders were generally much harder to 

reach; some organizations suffered loss of leaders during the period, leaving new 

Executive Directors with no knowledge of the project and the considerable burdens of 

onboarding as new leaders of their organization.

During Cohort 2, beginning in July 2019, project staff attempted to increase contact 

with organizational leaders – setting up and attending more regular site meetings, 

responding to training and orientation requests for organizational staff and board, and 

participation in other activities meeting the needs of the organizational partner and 

facilitating strong networking with the project and the other collaborative partners.

MULTILINGUAL ORGANIZATIONS

Finally, the multilingual nature of the project has been central. The inclusion of The 

Latina Center (Cohorts 1 and 2); with the addition of a full-time project lead staff at 

The Latina Center; and the addition of DeafHope as a lead organizational partner 

added critical Spanish language and American Sign Language access. Beyond language, 

culturally specific access to Latinx and Deaf and hard of hearing communities, 

Organizational Level 
Analysis
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Organizational Level 
Analysis

respectively, were critical elements of the project. Narika, a South Asian organization, 

also played a significant role as a key organizational partner of The CHAT Project. 

Ongoing leadership changes and staff transitions and the many languages represented 

by Narika did present challenges preventing adequate integration of restorative 

practices to South Asian communities.

CIRCLE KEEPER SURVEY RESPONSES TO ORGANIZATIONAL CONCERNS: 
FREQUENCIES AND MEANS 

Circle Keeper Survey Responses:  
Themes about Organizational Motivation 
and Capacity

The circle keeper survey responses to questions more tied to the organization fit, 

capacity and priorities revealed varying assessments of motivation and capacity.

 

QUESTION
Strongly Disagree         Agree            Strongly Agree

MEAN
1 2 3 4 5

Integration and fit of the RJ model into your organization:

a) The RJ model can fill a much needed gap for  
    our clients/community. 0 0 0 1 6 4.86

b) Th RJ model is well integrated into our  
    program. 0 0 4 1 1 3.50

c) We feel comfortable telling our clients that RJ is  
    one of the approaches or services we provide. 0 1 1 2 2 3.83

d) We feel comfortable telling the public that RJ is  
    one of the approaches or services we provide. 0 1 0 3 2 4.00

Priority of RJ integration into your organization:

a) The RJ approach represents a direction our  
    organization is interested in taking. 0 0 0 1 6 4.86

b) Given all of the things we need to do in our  
    organization, providing this model as an option  
    is a priority.

0 0 0 3 4 4.57

c) Given all of the things I need to do in our  
    organization, providing this model as an option  
    is a priority.

0 0 0 2 4 4.67
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Questions About Organizational Integration 
of the Restorative Model

Circle keeper respondents from Cohort 2 felt strongly about the fit of the restorative 

model with their clients or constituents (mean=4.86). However, their assessment 

of the actual integration of the model within their organization differed – including 

among respondents from the same organization (mean=3.50). Circle keeper 

assessments of their organization’s willingness or capacity to state clearly that the 

restorative option was even available to their clients/constituents (mean=3.83) or the 

general public (mean=4.00) rated slightly higher than their assessment of integration. 

This discrepancy may be due to the fact that The CHAT Project at least offered a 

restorative option at the level of the county.

Prioritization of the Restorative Model

Circle keepers, however, stated confidence that their organizations were headed in the 

direction of incorporation (mean=4.86) with lower scores when competing priorities 

were taken into account at the organizational level (mean=4.57) or at the level of one’s 

own personal work capacity (mean=4.67).
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Interview responses from circle keepers and organizational 
leaders alike yielded additional information about organizational 
level integration. 

Excellence of the Lead Organization and 
Project Coordinator

Across interviews, circle keepers and organizational leaders alike expressed a deep 

respect and appreciation for the leadership of the Project Coordinator, Chelsea Miller. 

Hired the first day of the first cohort training, Chelsea stepped right in as project lead 

and one of the primary circle keepers. Her leadership, competence and compassion 

went unquestioned in every circle keeper and organizational leader interview. During 

the pilot phase, the leadership of Susun Kim at the helm of the pilot lead organization 

provided a grounded infrastructure and leadership, well connected to and respected 

by partner organizations. Project Coordinator and lead organization were also well 

aligned with the principles and project goals.

Implementing a Multilingual Project:  
Spanish and American Sign Language (ASL)

The CHAT Project was committed to a multilingual project with the inclusion of the 

Spanish-speaking Latina Center and Narika (South Asian) from the beginning of the 

project. DeafHope was added during Cohort 2.

Narika is a small organization but maintained a commitment to sending two staff 

to training, hoping to find ways to integrate the restorative approach within its 

organization. Leadership transitions, limited staff, and the reality of multiple language 

needs within the South Asian community made the incorporation of South Asian 

language capacity within Narika beyond reach.

Circle Keeper and 
Organizational Leader 
Interviews: Themes
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By the end of the pilot period, 39% of participants were Spanish speaking – clearly 

making up a significant proportion of those seeking the support of a restorative 

model. The Latina Center was one of our most enthusiastic partners, eager to 

include restorative justice trainings for all members of their staff, many of whom are 

monolingual Spanish speaking. The CHAT Project also collaborated to hire a specific 

restorative project lead within The Latina Center preceding the start of Cohort 2. 

Despite this enthusiasm and efforts, The Latina Center was unable to fully integrate 

restorative practices within their organization. COVID-19 was a considerable factor 

in the inability to progress with an intervention that was in person – and one that 

significantly impacted organizational capacity. The gap between monolingual Spanish 

speaking staff and the capacity of The CHAT Project to provide adequate trainings and 

technical assistance in Spanish was the clearest barrier. Efforts were made to provide 

a one-day specific training in Spanish early in the project. Circle processes informed 

by The CHAT restorative model were also incorporated, to some extent, into the 

program’s regular support groups. However, the capacity to sustain adequate Spanish 

speaking infrastructure within a staff also burdened by high client demands impeded 

integration of the more comprehensive model and project. Finally, the organization 

operates in a highly flexible, highly responsive service delivery model – one that did not 

easily fit into the kind of slow build of protocols and procedures which accompanied 

the pilot project. The Latina Center held one of the earliest interventions – one that 

was multigenerational and appeared to yield successful results. However, these 

limiting factors combined to hinder the integration of the restorative approach and 

the overall project within this important Latinx community resource during the pilot 

period.

Finally, DeafHope was brought in during Cohort 2. They were invited at the onset 

of the project but had other commitments that prevented their participation in the 

Cohort 1 training. DeafHope had also spent many years committed to alternative 

interventions – and had both benefited from trainings from sujatha baliga in 

restorative circle processes and Mimi Kim in transformative justice processes that 

were developed as part of Creative Interventions. The CHAT Project prioritized 

financial resources towards interpretation that included three American Sign 

Language interpreters for all days of trainings (usually 4 – 8 hours) and two 

interpreters for all Zoom meetings (1.5 hours). While DeafHope did bring cases to the 

weekly meetings, their participants did not fully integrate into the evaluation during 

this pilot period. Observations from case discussions showed that DeafHope faced 

multiple demands throughout the Deaf and hard of hearing community locally and 

nationally. Because the community is small and institutions serving Deaf and hard of 

hearing communities are few, the situations of harm they faced tended to involve cases 

with which the organization held long-term and sometimes complex relationships. 

Many situations also involved harm that happened within the context of institutions. 

DeafHope demonstrated full commitment and prioritization of organizational capacity 
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to the incorporation of the restorative model. High commitment to language access 

at the level of trainings, meetings, and site-specific support was core to The CHAT 

Project and was highly evaluated by DeafHope circle keepers/organizational leaders.

At the outset — what was really critical for us has been the commitment of the team toward 
making [language access for the Deaf and hard of hearing] happen and to doing whatever 
it takes to make it happen. So often, budgets are a barrier. Logistics are a barrier. There’s a 
lot of barriers, even though intent might be really good and commitment to doing it. But it’s 
really making it happen that is often difficult in different places that we are as advocates. 
And I have never felt that with this team — difficult can happen – but it was never a sense 
of like,” Well, that’s too hard, let’s not do it” or “let’s compromise”, or “let’s just make do with 
what we’ve got.” There’s always been what has felt like a very true commitment to making 
it happen. That’s critical. You’re never, quite frankly, never is a tough word to use, but you’re 
probably almost never going to get a perfect translation situation. The very nature of it 
is very subjective and human based. Even just direct person to person communication is 
difficult at times. Now, you add interpretation, and it’s going to be difficult. We’re having  
impact on the process. For me, starting from a place of total commitment to a multilingual 
space has been beautiful and critical and felt as a very real thing. Anything that happens 
after that doesn’t really matter when you have that base commitment.

Challenges of Incorporation:  
Anti-Violence Organizations

Those organizations most strongly defined as anti-violence organizations revealed 

both caution and excitement about the applicability of restorative justice to 

domestic or sexual violence. Those expressing the highest level of initial skepticism 

changed favorably with more exposure to the program and the model. Even with the 

interruptions of COVID-19, circle keepers and trainees maintained their belief in and 

commitment to The CHAT Project – and tried to maintain adjustments to the ever-

shifting conditions accompanying the pandemic.

Despite the positive shifts among skeptical cohort members and persistent interest 

in The CHAT Project and restorative approach, barriers tended to remain within 

their home organizations which impacted the ongoing participation of cohort 

members. These continued barriers made it difficult to move from sending two staff 

members to actually incorporating the model into the program – or even developing 

a referral system. And, in some cases, circle keepers and trainees no longer had the 

organizational support and capacity to stay actively involved with the project.

Ideological barriers to dialogic models and the possibilities of engaging with people 

who have caused harm persist throughout these organizations – even if individual 
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members held a desire to more fully incorporate the program. The flexible/undefined 

and collective nature of the restorative model ran counter to the individual advocacy 

and case management orientation of anti-violence programs. In addition, the 

overwhelming nature of crisis work, thin resources and high staff turnover present 

formidable challenges to a model that is time consuming.

While these barriers remain high, there are collaborative anti-violence partners that 

remained and continue to remain solid in their commitment to The CHAT Project and 

to the possibilities of incorporating restorative practices – or at least bridging their 

program to restorative practices. These organizations have been oriented towards 

at least some aspect of innovation aligned with restorative practices – perhaps what 

they reflect is both orientation towards risk-taking beyond conventional organizations 

and/or access to more sustainable resources, making exploration and experimentation 

more feasible.

Challenges of Incorporation:  
Non Anti-Violence Organizations

Organizations that are not explicitly anti-violence in focus have had difficulty in 

prioritizing domestic or sexual violence oriented services even if many of their 

constituents are impacted by these forms of violence. The focus of their ongoing work 

and the limited capacity of staff have resulted in little incorporation of restorative 

practices or integration of The CHAT Project into the organization. This has been true 

even if specific staff have been hired by the organization to fill this role.

Incorporation of Circles Within 
Organizations

What was more successful across organizations was the incorporation of circle 

processes among staff – and within the organizational operations. The Project 

Coordinator, Chelsea Miller, The Latina Center staff, Selene Calderón, and Rubicon 

Programs staff, Tara Cantu, spent ample time providing site-specific training and 

technical assistance in order to familiarize staff and, in some cases, the board to 

community building and conflict circles. By the end of the pilot period, The Latina 

Center incorporated circles within their support groups and their domestic violence 

workshops. The Contra Costa Family Justice Center used circles to address staff 

conflict, build relationships and talk through race and equity at the organization. 

Rubicon Programs integrated circles with staff and started a new restorative human 

resources (HR) plan. And STAND! For Families Free of Violence incorporated staff 
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circles at every level of the organization, also bringing restorative justice to the center 

of their diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) work.

 The Reality of Competing Priorities

One thing that became clear in the interviews with organizational leaders was the 

immense pressure they felt in terms of addressing multiple organizational needs 

and priorities. Even those expressing the greatest enthusiasm for The CHAT Project 

admitted how challenging it was just to sustain their organization given everyday 

demands.

Their statements revealed fears about and some degree of resistance to investing 

in unclear, exploratory, and labor/time intensive practices. Could restorative 

processes be clearer, faster, easier to integrate? These questions loomed large 

even as organizations recognized the need for a restorative model with the very 

characteristics that brought them to the project in the first place.



Summary Analysis: 
Key Themes
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The CHAT Project pilot period traversed a great expanse of time, 
ambitions, stakeholders, and meetings with participants.  Besides 

the survey data, the pages of this report reflect hours of interviews from participants 

and personnel involved in this pilot phase. In addition, pages of case notes based upon 

hours of case review meetings,  and project level meetings contribute to the overall 

evaluation of the pilot phase. 

A summary analysis of The CHAT Project is organized by Project Goals (see pp. 20-21).

Defining Our Model

At the establishment of The CHAT Project, our project goals began with that of 

creating a restorative, collective model. Some of the key findings regarding the 

evolution towards such a model include the following:

There is no typical case of domestic violence — an open restorative process 
invites the complexity of whole selves, whole families, and whole communities

What we have come to realize is that many of us had a “ typical” case in mind. At 

the start, we imagined that many of our cases would consist of two adults, perhaps 

heterosexual but with a realization from experience that many survivors are in same-

gender or gender non-binary relationships. We imagined they would include their 

children and, of course, we established this program understanding the importance 

of family members - mothers, fathers, aunts, uncles, grandparents, godparents, and 

so on — who would lend their wisdom in a circle. While these are the people who have 

come together to The CHAT Project, each situation was profoundly different.

While domestic violence or other forms of harm may have been the context or event 

that brought them to The CHAT Project, other elements of life – immigration history, 

financial stressors, limited housing, oppression due to sexuality and other factors – 

were critically important. Each situation of harm was often embedded in a lifetime 

of harm and abuse, not only for survivors but also for family members and friends. 

Intergenerational violence often became apparent – sometimes motivating change so 

that violence would not continue into another generation.

A review of cases suggested that The CHAT Project may have received cases 

with more complicated situations of violence, which were not easily addressed or 

remedied by the organizations sending them as referrals. The rising frequency of 

cases involving adolescents involved in familial conflict and, at times, perceived 

harmful behavior against family members is one example of the tendency for 

organizations to refer cases outside of their scope. However, participant interviews 

and case observations showed that even among what we might more familiarly 
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recognize as domestic violence cases – the open-ended restorative process allowed 

participants to express the complex realities of their lives as intimately tied to their 

experience of domestic violence. The definition of “what is domestic violence” 

dramatically defied the binary frameworks of our more conventional domestic and 

sexual violence responses.

Oppressive conditions underlie and intersect with interpersonal violence

While conflict, harm, and violence were central themes, the lives of participants were 

often mired in financial crises, the reality of unemployment and underemployment, 

and crowded housing conditions or imminent homelessness. Many of our participants 

are immigrants with experience of violence and trauma in their home country, 

violence during their travel to the United States, and extreme challenges faced as 

immigrants in this country. In addition, the lack of language-accessible resources and 

discrimination they face have kept many from getting help earlier. Each member of 

the family may have faced violence in a different way – their unaddressed trauma can 

be the cause for violence towards each other, and may prevent them from trusting 

each other to find solace and care. 

Choosing the right language to define a restorative model is a complex process

The CHAT Project adopted the approach of restorative justice as one that could 

enhance the collective capacity of oppressed communities to address and prevent 

domestic violence. We were drawn to its emancipatory possibilities and its promise as 

a grassroots violence intervention and prevention model.

We also learned the extent to which restorative justice has been used as a rubric for 

a great variation of practices. From the beginning, we were exposed to more than one 

practice and attempted to both learn and adapt, when appropriate, these variations 

over the course of the pilot period. The model components that we grappled with 

ranged from intake/referral to closure, and included what we might see as “steps,” 

timeline, how centrally we considered a culminating face-to-face dialogue including 

survivor and person who caused harm in the process, and what constituted adequate 

social network participation.

At the same time, some circle keepers reported back that they faced participants who 

were confused by the term restorative justice or associated it with the criminal legal 

system – a system that many participants wanted to avoid. Attempts by circle keepers 

to explain a sometimes nebulous process, one certainly unfamiliar to many community 

members and new even to us, led to ongoing attempts to come up with simple but 

clarifying language to define the process and its many components. 

As we worked to develop our particular adaptation of restorative justice, we 

also became increasingly aware of the inaccurate representations, unauthorized 
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cooptation, and egregiously unethical practices that have characterized the history of 

the broad field now known as restorative justice. Moving forward to clarify our own 

practice and language of restorative justice amidst such a troubled broader context 

remains a challenge.

Our journey towards defining a model required a balance between structure 
and flexibility

The CHAT Project struggled to define the structure of what is an essentially fluid 

model addressing complex dynamics of harm and violence. This also brought up the 

important question related to the research on implementation science. How much 

was The CHAT Project adopting an already established model of restorative justice 

and how much was it creating its own to fit the realities of Contra Costa County?

More specifically, the project examined the question of how much its restorative 

approach was defined by a goal of face-to-face meetings ultimately bringing together 

the survivor of violence and the person who had caused their harm or what we began 

to name as accountability circles. Was the culminating circle the ideal towards which 

we were striving? Did the binary structure of survivor versus person who caused 

harm even accurately define the situation of conflict or violence that we faced? This 

raised corollary questions – did we then consider processes that fell short of that goal 

a failure? Or was the possibility of face-to-face dialogue including the survivor and 

person who caused harm better defined as one important option – but one among 

other possible restorative pathways?

Defining quantity and duration of meetings and timeline required a balance 
between spaciousness and rapid response

Along with the trajectory of the model, the question of number of meetings, number 

of “steps,” and the pace at which such meetings would take place became critical to 

the model. While the project evolved towards a more established sense of timeline, 

the realities of scheduling, and the determination of how much preparation was 

necessary led to a need for timeliness along with a hesitance to rush the process. 

Over time, it seemed that circle keepers could lose momentum as meetings multiplied 

with the number of participants expected to attend – and were delayed by the 

challenges of scheduling. A desire to establish protocols sometimes led to a sense 

of rigidity as too much flexibility led to fears that we were losing sight of the goal. 

COVID-19 inevitably challenged any systematic notion of timing.

While preparatory meetings took between one and two hours, often squeezed 

into after-work hours, culminating circles lasted a full day with breaks for meals. 

Scheduling was obviously an immense challenge. However, ample time was needed 

to more fully draw out dialogue and understanding. An opportunity to settle, ground 

difficult processes in a sharing of values, make room for appreciations in preparation 
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for more challenging conversations, have time to plan next steps and make room 

for a sense of closure at the end of a full day, took up time. Inevitably, plans received 

shorter attention than needed.

Case observations suggested midway through the pilot project that two circles might 

be ideal – to ensure that collective plans to address harms and prevent future harms 

were solidly in place – and to follow up in order to allow for debriefs, strengthening 

plans, reinforcement of key learnings from the prior circle, and greater possibilities 

for the incorporation of restorative dialogues at home. However, challenges of 

scheduling a follow up circle, one that often involved several people, the loss of 

motivation over time, and the impact of COVID-19 did not allow for the testing of a 

second circle during the pilot period.

Discerning respondents’ relationship to violence

Data collection originally asked respondents for their relationship to violence or  

harm, that is, did they define themselves as the survivor or victim? Were they allies – 

and to whom? Did they identify as the person who caused harm?

A review of the first several cases showed the great level of subjectivity in defining 

one’s relationship to violence. Respondents wrote complicated explanations on the 

margins of their survey with multiple identities and their 

own unique answers that did not fit the categories.

These initial responses reflected the weight of subjectivity 

in identifying that relationship and the inaccuracy of 

singular categories. By the end of the pilot period, the 

question of categories remained one that needed not only 

further discernment but some fundamental re-thinking of 

our conventional understanding of domestic violence.

Recognizing the value of preparation — decentering 
our focus on a culminating circle

A corollary to the question of whether a culminating circle 

or set of circles defines our restorative process is the 

recognition of the importance of the preparatory meetings. 

Preparatory meetings with those initiating processes and 

those that they brought in as additional people impacted by harm and/or potential 

supports represented an overwhelming bulk of engagement with participants. 

Participants also highlighted the importance of preparatory meetings – through 

survey responses and interviews. Preparation was not only a means to an end. These 

meetings also defined the heart of the work, itself. They brought understanding, 

clarity, comfort, new insights, strengthened relationships, and conditions that could 

Preparation was not only 
a means to an end. These 
meetings also defined the heart 
of the work, itself. They brought 
understanding, clarity, comfort, 
new insights, strengthened 
relationships, and conditions 
that could lead to greater 
connection and safety. 
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lead to greater connection and safety. Even when certain parties declined to come 

into the processes, those coming to The CHAT Project reached beneficial outcomes.

Meeting Restorative Principles

The characteristics of the restorative and collective model constituting our first 

Project Goal were: a) meeting needs as defined by the survivor; b) using collective 

compassion, care, and connection; c) building the capacity of the social network to  

provide safety, care, and the prevention of future violence; d) holding the possibility 

of accountability and transformation of the person who caused harm; e) supporting 

the wisdom of the youngest and oldest members – in a deeply intergenerational 

approach; and f) aligning with the cultural values of the diverse communities 

that make up Contra Costa County – especially BIPOC, immigrant (including 

undocumented immigrants), LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, Deaf and 

hard of hearing, disabled, and poor and economically oppressed communities.

Meets needs as defined by the survivor

Based upon surveys and interviews, participants overwhelmingly viewed their 

experiences as positive. While conventional domestic violence related services 

routinely assume safety to be the primary need, through interviews and case reviews, 

circle keepers reflected on a variety of needs expressed. They also observed how 

especially among those who clearly identified as survivors, needs were not always 

readily identified. Initial goals of a restorative process might center on the identification 

of needs by those whose needs have been so seriously neglected. Some survivors said 

that before coming to the CHAT Project they had never been asked this question.

Uses collective compassion, care, and connection

Participants often entered processes with a profound need to establish positive 

communication – where it had been broken, sometimes for years. The restorative 

processes adopted and developed by The CHAT Project were grounded in truth 

telling about harm and disappointment – but reached for connection and care. 

Reconciliation was not a presumed goal – and, as noted – face-to-face gatherings 

that included survivors and the person who caused harm in the primary domestic 

violence relationship were rare during the pilot phase. Yet people did invite people 

who had caused emotional abuse, or whose responses to domestic or sexual harm 

felt hurtful and may have, in some cases, made them more vulnerable to harm. Anger, 

disappointment, distrust, and fear were often present among those who sought a 

restorative process or who invited others into a process. Being heard, sharing feelings, 

truth telling, better communication, and healthier lives for children were among the 

goals that participants hoped would be achieved through their participation.
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Builds the capacity of the survivor’s social network,to provide safety, care, and 
the prevention of future violence

While the restorative model centered building the social network’s capacity, whether 

and for how long this expanded capacity was achieved was more difficult to ascertain. 

Most participants of preparatory meetings and circles did respond that they strongly 

agreed that the right people were at their respective meetings – indicating a positive 

assessment of those they had brought together from their social network. This did 

not necessarily answer whether and how they were able to provide safety, care, and 

the prevention of future violence – particularly over time.

During the pilot phase, interviews were only held with those who had completed a 

culminating face-to-face circle. Responses indicated that survivors were satisfied 

with the results – feeling heard, opening up difficult dialogue, and improving 

communication – clearly emerging as themes. While not every case involved clear 

danger, it was common that people were dealing with the aftermath of dangerous 

situations of domestic and sexual violence from their past. As a result of the 

processes, there was an increase in caring responses and better communication.

On the other hand, case observations revealed a level of resistance to expanding 

dialogue outside of a relatively narrow number of family members and sometimes 

friends. If and when there was resistance, circle keepers expressed discomfort in 

continuing to encourage social network participation even though this was a key 

characteristic of the model. This finding leaves an open question regarding capacity 

building among social networks and how far to extend social networks within a 

definition of a restorative model or even as a criterion for participation.

Holds the possibility of accountability and transformation of the person who 
caused harm

During the pilot period, the numbers of cases that included the person who caused harm 

was relatively low. The reasons for this include the types of cases that were referred 

which did not always involve such a clear binary survivor and person who caused harm; 

concerns focused more on better communication, truth telling, and trust building among 

family members in the aftermath of violence;  and inability to retain engagement with the 

person who caused harm – due to distance, withdrawal from the process, or the decision 

by the survivor that engagement was not desired – due to a shift in goals or a lack of 

safety determined by the survivor and/or the circle keepers/project. 

Supports and relies on the wisdom of youngest to oldest members – deeply 
intergenerational

The CHAT Project has been successful in engaging our youngest and oldest 

members. Thanks in part to the early advisement from Joan Pennell and Gale 
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Burford whose work significantly engaged children, The CHAT Project prioritized the 

encouragement of children’s involvement. The involvement of children remains rare 

in conventional intervention responses to domestic and sexual violence – and that 

discomfort or unfamiliarity with the involvement of children is still present among 

some circle keepers and participants.

However, the high number of children or youth involved as participants, making up 

almost 1 in 5 participants (18.3%) of all participants, points to the success of the 

project in bringing in young people. Unfortunately, young people uniformly refused 

to agree to surveys or interviews – even if they consented to participation in the 

evaluation (along with parental assent).

Participants and circle keepers often shared moving accounts of how young people 

who participated in circles shared poignant narratives of the impact of violence and 

conflict on their sense of family peace and safety. In some cases where children were 

not directly included, photographs of children at the center of the circle served as 

a reminder of why people came together. Post-circle interviews also revealed how 

children, emboldened by circle processes, picked up talking pieces in their home and 

asserted their right to speak. Overcoming our own biases against the involvement of 

children and witnessing their powerful impactoffers us some of the greatest hopes 

about the effects of the restorative process.

Aligns with the cultural values of the diverse communities that make 
up Contra Costa County — especially BIPOC; immigrant (including 
undocumented immigrants), LGBTQ+ communities, children and elders, Deaf 
and hard of hearing, disabled, poor and economically oppressed communities

The racial diversity among our participants, the attentiveness to the 39% of those 

who were Spanish speaking, the high number of immigrants, the inclusion of LGBTQ+ 

organizations and circle keepers, the integration of American Sign Language into all 

aspects of training and circle keeping, and the provision of free services targeting the 

most economically vulnerable participants within Contra Costa County have been 

central to project goals and principles. While these principles have been largely met, 

the evaluation reveals some critical gaps. The numbers of Black/African American 

participants and active circle keepers were low despite attempts to increase the 

engagement through targeted recruitment of organizations and circle keeper trainees. 

The inability to retain a robust capacity to sustain African American personnel, active 

organizational participation, and participants, remains an area of concern.

With regard to Spanish speaking Latinx participants, the project has attempted to 

increase access through the hiring of a specific project staff person to serve the 

Spanish-speaking community, an increase in Spanish speaking circle keepers, and 

the creative use of Spanish interpretation which has yielded some success despite 
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the preference of having two fully Spanish-speaking and culturally Latinx circle 

keepers for each case. The full participation of The Latina Center has also remained 

a challenge despite their high level of motivation to participate in the project. The 

difficulty in providing ongoing Spanish language training in the restorative approach 

(we provided a one-day  training fully in Spanish during the pilot period) and the 

disruption of COVID-19 are among the inhibiting factors.

Other Project Goals

Non-police, non-law enforcement alternative to criminalization

The CHAT Project has been able to create a non-police, non-law enforcement 

restorative justice model. While partner organizations retain varying levels of 

engagement with law enforcement, all partner organizations agreed that their 

clients and constituents needed a non-law enforcement option that supported 

social network engagement. Case observations consistently revealed how circle 

keepers and organizational representatives appreciated the availability of a non-law 

enforcement intervention for their communities, and valued this aspect of the project.

There were some cases where participants had engagement with law enforcement 

or may have requested police intervention at some point in their situation of harm. 

However, they chose working with The CHAT Project to support strengthening social 

network responses autonomous from law enforcement.

A note on safety

Safety has been an utmost concern for The CHAT Project and has been embedded 

into all aspects of the evaluation. Questions about safety have also been incorporated 

into the protocols for circle keepers. Those survey responses that indicated any 

degree of safety concernshave been examined for context and details regarding 

cases. There have been cases where any pursuit or further pursuit with people 

who have caused harm was deemed too dangerous by the survivor and by circle 

keepers. Safety concerns were also brought to weekly meetings for discussion and 

strategizing. In only one case was there the possibility of increased conflict (not 

physical violence – but more in the form of withdrawal from relationship) which 

came as the result of a decidedly disruptive circle experience where members came 

very late. Follow up interviews captured the extent of perceived conflict from the 

perspective of the survivor.

Because of our interest in constant monitoring of safety, safety questions and 

responses were asked as point-in-time with the anticipation that changes in safety 

would be indicated through changes in responses. However, the variation in 

circumstances, requests or identified needs/goals, and timelines meant that point-in-
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time measures did not adequately capture change that might have been due to the 

restorative process, including preparatory meetings. A limitation in the evaluation 

process  is that the point-in-time safety checks did not adequately capture the extent 

to which participants perceived that increases or possible decreases in safety were a 

result of the restorative process.

Community-based grassroots option

An eventual goal of The CHAT Project is to expand and extend the restorative 

approach to domestic and sexual violence beyond project organizations and 

professionals to grassroots communities and community members. Keeping this 

goal in mind, circle keepers shared circle process instructions and information with 

participants, with the intention of participants bringing these processes home. In 

two cases, circles were not held by circle keepers at all. Rather, support was given to 

participants so they could carry out circles entirely on their own with their own family 

members and/or friends. 

During The CHAT Project pilot period, a great deal of time and attention was paid 

to developing our own sense of what the restorative model is and what components 

it entails. It was important to keep the goal of grassroots access front and center 

throughout this period. However, the need to build and test the model in the first 

place meant that priorities weighed towards the intensive work of developing a model 

and increasing internal project capacity.

Organizational and countywide capacity

The extent to which The CHAT Project increased capacity among local organizations 

to offer a restorative option to domestic and sexual violence remains a question. Over 

the pilot period, the project was able to offer a restorative option to 93 individuals 

and 40 cases. But the number of referrals made by each organization, the number 

of active circle keepers each organization sent to be engaged in the project, and 

the extent to which each organization either has or anticipates making restorative 

options available to their clients or constituents have been uneven. 

What is true is that considerable project staff time went to working closely with 

organizational partners, resulting in two-thirds of the partners adding substantial use 

of restorative circles at least internally with their staff and, in the case of The Latina 

Center, with their support groups and domestic violence workshops. For the project, 

a focus on internal circle keeping was seen as a necessary step towards greater 

organizational capacity building. Our intention is that this integration at the staff 

level will eventually lead to increased restorative options to clients and constituents – 

through greater integration of restorative options within partner organizations and/

or strengthened mechanisms for referral to and collaboration with The CHAT Project. 

With regard to countywide impact, the evaluation was unable to adequately assess if 
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and how countywide capacity has increased. We anticipated that countywide impact 

would follow during the implementation period.

Possibilities for replication of relevance to others:  
Examining what the science says

Given the demand for restorative justice approaches for domestic and sexual 

violence, The CHAT Project is aware of the implications for relevance to other groups 

and geographic regions interested in increasing collective and non-law enforcement 

restorative options for survivors of domestic and sexual violence.

The CHAT Project took on this ambitious endeavor – interested in making this 

available on a sustained level for Contra Costa County, and eager to share our 

learnings with others. We also know that the development of and sharing of 

innovative responses to domestic and sexual violence needs to be done with great 

care and responsibility. The evaluation design and distribution of this evaluation 

report has been done with this in mind.

Following the research on the adoption and implementation of innovative 

interventions (see pp.39-42), we evaluated the extent to which we had the factors 

of 1) a translatable model; 2) motivation; 3) capacity; 4) a political climate; and 5) a 

delivery system.

TRANSLATABLE MODEL

To summarize, we began with a somewhat established restorative circle model which 

sujatha baliga and nuri nusrat had built from diverse restorative sources.

By the end, the variation in need and requests by those seeking restorative processes 

led the project to understand how preparation meetings were often the extent 

to which restorative support was needed. For some cases, preparatory meetings 

supported survivors to become more aware of what they needed – which may 

not have been further action in the direction of a restorative process; preparatory 

meetings sometimes brought together parties (family members, friends, allies) to 

have necessary difficult dialogues that fulfilled immediate needs; others chose to hold 

restorative processes on their own with the support and guidance of circle keepers. 

While these were seen as modifications of the real model or even as shortcomings, by 

the end of the pilot period and evaluation of that period, these have become seen as 

part of the model or approach, itself – to be developed further.

MOTIVATION

Levels of motivation shifted over time among actors and organizations. Circle 

keeper surveys showed a strong belief in the need for the restorative model – and 

the fit to their clients and constituents. Those who came to the training as circle 

keepers may have started out with skepticism but moved towards a stronger 
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interest and commitment. The translation of motivation to forward movement 

within organizations to actually integrate and provide the restorative model to their 

communities – even through referral – rated generally lower. For some organizations, 

there was not buy-in across stakeholders, nor even information shared across 

everyone in their organization; other organizations, particularly those that kept 

sending their members to weekly meetings, have demonstrated sustained motivation.

CAPACITY

Closely tied to motivation has been the question of organizational capacity – and the 

capacity among individual circle keepers. Not surprisingly, capacity has remained an 

important limiting factor, especially among organizations with high crisis level agendas 

and insufficient staff support. Three organizations suffered considerable leadership 

transitions and loss of staff during the pilot period. Individual circle keepers, who 

went through an intensive period of training, were not always able to sustain their 

involvement. Almost all Cohort 1 trainees were unable to sustain participation through 

the Cohort 2 period. Greater care was taken to evaluate goodness of fit or Cohort 2 

trainees in terms of their role in the organization and ability to keep up participation. 

Even so, the variability of scheduling of meetings and need to coordinate across co-

keepers and participants presented a capacity challenge.

The project also found that the hiring of organizational staff at The Latina Center 

and Rubicon Programs diffused their capacity to serve as trainers and circle keepers. 

At the end of the pilot period, an assessment of this program structure led to the 

decision to move to a hub model where the Project Coordinator joined with the two 

other organizational staff to create a co-coordinator/director model and co-locate.

POLITICAL CLIMATE 

The CHAT Project took the intentional decision to keep a very low profile throughout 

the pilot period. We understood that careful incubation was necessary – and 

imagined that interest in learning everything we knew would be high. During the 

pilot period, the uprising of the summer of 2020 greatly increased interest in non-

law enforcement restorative responses to domestic and sexual violence. COVID-19 

also disrupted the overall political climate and distorted the impact of what might 

otherwise look like a favorable political climate. Funders including Blue Shield 

Foundation of California stood steadfast in their support for the project, which 

was absolutely necessary for our ability to sustain throughout this period. They 

also sponsored this evaluation so that we could have the learnings for internal 

improvement and to share with the public at the end of this phase. The public 

pressure for restorative responses also adds to the possibility of irresponsible 

replication and/or assessment of our honest appraisal of our achievements and 

challenges. We as a project believe in transparency but understand that information 

is easily used to manipulate.
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DELIVERY SYSTEM 

We are aware that we started with a history of deep relationships with some 

people and organizations with rather extensive experience in working on collective, 

restorative and transformative justice responses to domestic and sexual violence. 

We also have a handful of restorative justice organizations in the area that we relied 

on for prior trainings leading up to the project. We know that these ingredients have 

been key to the grounding of our project – offering us a critical  model. We have also 

had a team of experienced trainers that have been available for ongoing, weekly 

support and technical assistance.

And even with these ingredients, our pilot presented an ambitious and challenging 

undertaking.

We will continue The CHAT Project with the learnings from our pilot period and have 

entered into our implementation stage. We are continuing to evaluate the project 

and believe that the findings of our initial implementation stage will offer more robust 

information for those taking on collective, non-law enforcement restorative models 

or what we at The CHAT Project now refer to as collective healing and transformation. 
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Recommendations
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1

Redefine the restorative approach by reframing and centering preparation 
as a central aspect of the model. 

2

Expand flexibility of the approach or set of approaches to account for 
multiple needs and timelines identified by participants during the pilot 
period –  that still fit within the principles of a restorative, collective 
approach. Categorize possible options based upon pilot period requests and 
develop procedures and protocols that assist in appropriate project capacity 
to meet a more flexible set of options. 

3

Systematize the possibility of at least 2 circles for those processes that result 
in a culminating circle and expand options for follow up. Use second circles 
for debriefing; strengthening plans; reinforcing circle benefits; and greater 
possibilities for the incorporation of restorative dialogues at home. 

4

Develop the public facing component of The CHAT Project including a 
public website and publicity within appropriate outlets. Create accessible 
public information that allow Contra Costa County residents to view the 
restorative options available – including referral and appropriate volunteer 
opportunities. Strengthen project infrastructure and referral mechanisms 
including self-referral that can streamline the process from referral to 
connection with appropriate and available circle keepers. 

Recommendations  
for the Further Work of  
The CHAT Project 
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5

Strengthen project capacity to directly involve people who have caused 
harm. This may include more training to enhance circle keeper skills; 
recruitment of more circle keepers who have training and skills in working 
with people who have caused harm; focused apprenticeship by those 
with more experience addressing people who have caused harm; and 
strengthened bridging with services that work directly with people who have 
caused harm.

6

Offer more restorative practice events in the community that provide 
more low-stakes familiarity with and entry into restorative practices and 
engagement with The CHAT Project. Create specific events targeted to 
racial/ethnic communities, LGBTQ+ groups, Deaf and hard of hearing 
communities, youth, faith communities, etc. These can be co-sponsored with 
other Contra Costa County or Bay Area organizations.

7

Strengthen project capacity to work with the Black/African American 
population in Contra Costa County. This includes investigation of best 
practices and innovations for Black/African American communities 
(restorative justice and other community interventions), targeted 
recruitment of and possible partnership with Black/African American circle 
keepers and organizations, Black/African American-specific restorative 
practice events and trainings, and the exploration and development of 
restorative options more aligned with the values and practices of the Contra 
Costa County Black/African American communities.
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8

Strengthen project capacity to work with the Spanish speaking/Latinx 
population in Contra Costa County. This includes investigation of best 
practices and innovations for Spanish speaking/Latinx communities 
(restorative justice and other community interventions), targeted 
recruitment of and expanded partnership with Spanish speaking/Latinx 
circle keepers and organizations, Spanish speaking/Latinx-specific 
restorative practice events and trainings, and the exploration and 
development of restorative options more aligned with the values and 
practices of Spanish speaking/Latinx communities.

9

Develop activities and strategies that strengthen the capacity of Contra 
Costa County community members to take these restorative practices 
home. This includes the development of accessible teaching tools and 
supportive community gatherings available for participants as well as 
community members who may not otherwise engage in our project. 

10

Improve evaluation tools, design, and procedures to capture information 
gaps and necessary data during the next implementation period and beyond, 
including better evaluation strategies for children and youth (ages 12 and 
above), safety measures capturing the perceived impact of restorative 
processes, and improved categorizing of roles and relationship to harm, 
conflict, and violence.






